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It wiis with muny qualms that I accepted the responsibility of being the judge for
the presentation of the Bamford Trophy. How difficut to choose among all the professionals and amateurs: the growers who are doing so much to popularize and improve
all the Primulas, including the Auriculas
as well as the Editors of the Primrose
Quarterly, both past and present, who
have done and are doing the first most
necessary and important job of education.
The letters began to trickle in. Some
writers seemed to think that an amateur
standing should bear weight. This I did
not agree with. I hesitate to use the words
"commercial growers" for somehow the
word "commercial" bears the stigma of
working for profit rather than love. Of
all people in commerce, it is my guess
that flower growers are in their work
mostly because they love it. It should be
classed among the arts as well as music or
painting or architecture. There is no stigma
attached to a musician who earns his
bread through his beloved work — nor
should there, be for professional flower
growers. Certainly Mr. Bamford made no
such distinction.
More letters kept coming in. The
runner-up is Mr. Ralph W. Balcom of
Seattle, Washington, who was most convincingly described as one who has done
much in educating and influencing others
in the growing of Auriculas and in the
,. Mrs. John L. Karnopp
breeding of Auriculas with perfection as
"The one who has done the most to further his goal.
the culture of The Aiir'tcnlii hi America
Still more letters with a final climactic
and Canddti."
brochure from the Portland Garden Club
(to whom we are indebted for the accompanying photograph of Mrs. Karnopp) —now all for one person —one who seems

so universally beloved, so surely doing outstanding work with Auriculas, so truly t h e
educator, so devotedly upholding the "old standards," so evidently the very sort of person
Mr. Dan Bamford had in mind, that it is with a clear conscience and the greatest pleasure
that I announce the winner of rhe Bamford Trophy for this first year of 1954 to be . . . .
Mrs. John L. Karnopp of 273H S.W. Rutland Terrace, Portland, Oregon.
In the final count Mrs. Karnopp received eleven more nominations from members
than the closest contestant and in addition there were many letters from her garden friends
all over the country. The 1954 Award should prove to be an impetus to all who would
sponsor the Auricula in this country. Mrs. Karnopp has grown her many prize winning
plants without any special paraphenalia. She does not have a greenhouse, a lathouse, or
a potting shed.
The following is an excerpt and an excellent summary of the contents of the many
letters written in her behalf. "It is my desire to nominate Mrs. John L. Karnopp to be the
first winner of the Bamford Trophy: First, for her tireless devotion, over a long period
of time, to the task of raising perfect Show Auriculas in the tradition of the Old Florists
who long ago set the standards of perfection. Second, for her willingness to pass on to
others the knowledge gained during these years of ceaseless effort and patient toil. Third,
for her willingness to sha-re with others the fruits-of her work in the form of her most
cherished Show Auriculas. Fourth, the final and most important reason for my choice:
The encouragement she has given in the art of Auricula growing to the novice both old
and young. If the American Primrose Society could be blessed with a dozen members
possessing the character, ability, skill, and generous nature of Mrs. Karnopp the Show
Auricula would soon bloom in many places where it has never bloomed before; and if it
had not been for her they would not now be blooming half a continent away from her
garden on the premises of the writer of these lines."
Doretta Klaber, Quakertown, Pennsylvania

com

Mr. Ralph W. Balcom, rtinner up for
the Bamford Trophy, well deserves any
recognition he may be given for his
work on behalf of the Auricula. He has
worked long and hard to further public
appreciation of Primroses in general,
and since 1947 the Auricula in particular.
He had the ' best Auricula" in the Show
in Portland that year and missed the
Sweepstakes by only a point or two.
Though his formal studies in Botany and
Plant Pathology at the University of
California wete cut off by his service in
the first World War, his approach to the
propagation and improvement of the
Auricula is entirely professional. He has
been an inspiration to members of the
Washington State Primrose Society since
its inception, and in 1948 started the
Hulk-tin which is a running account
of the activities of the Society. He has been
(Continued on Page 110}
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MRS. OTTO H. YORK*
For the first time since its organization in 1933 the Women's Health Federation of
America Incorporated has reached into the field of agronomy to honor not a scientist,
holding degrees and previous honors, but a plain modest one-time farmer who has
worked out a new formula for organic soil-building which will soon attract world-wide
attention.
Federation interest in this soil builder arises from the fact that its Committee on
Research and Education in Organic Gardening follows many authorities in declaring that
a depleted soil, deficient in organic components, is a sick soil; that a sick soil produces
sick plant-life; that sick plant-life leads to sick human beings suffering one or another
of the deficiency diseases so prevalent today.
With this in mind, the Executive Board for a number of years has granted a certain
part of its funds to education and research in organic soil education, and has sought an
organic compost that could be recommended as part of the Federation program for
encouraging greater interest in the development of subsistence gardens for home owners.
In 1953, the Federation, Western States Division, heard through a well-known research
and consulting chemist of the West Coast, that a practical-minded Scotch-Canadian, with.
a great deal of farming experience back of him, and now in the peat-moss industry, had
developed an ideal one hundred per cent compost meeting the required standards of the
Federation.
The Federation Institute was requested to follow tip on this, and thus contacted
fames W. Watson, originator of the new compost. Arrangements were made to test out
the formula through an impartial mixed panel including nursery men, growers, home
gardeners and others. Through the Acme Peat Company of Vancouver, B.C. sufficient bags
of the compost were forwarded to different parts of the U.S., Canada and Mexico to make
a fair test of the product.
In 1954 sufficient reports were in the hands of the Institute to warrant an exceedingly
flattering report to the Federation Board as to its unusual merits as a soil-restorer and
soil-builder, with the result that James W. Watson has become the first recipient ever to
be honored with the Federation Honor Award in this particular field. In addition, the
product itself, which is now on the market under the trade name of Blue Whale Brand,
Ready Mixed Organic Compost has been officially endorsed for display in the Federation
Exhibit of Blue Ribbon Products, and has been granted the Federation Certificate of
Merit for 1954.
*Afr.r. Otto H, York of 21 Curtiss Place. Maple-wood, New Jersey, is Chairman of the
Agronomy Committee of the Women's Health Federation of America Inc. ,
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tifully colored corollas that the best and most sweetly scented hybrids are being perpetuated by hand pollination. This handsome primula grows along the creek at Barnhaven
as if it were its native home. "Its fragrance is flowery and yet it is like nutmeg. It was
quite drowned in the flood but it bloomed
magnificently last June. To me it is exotic
and extravagant and I am grateful that
is: likes our creek. The hummingbirds
love it" (FL) "Loose heads of dangling
mealy-amber bells, ambrosially scented on
4-5' stems (we have never seen any this
tall) above lush foliage of brightest
green." (Richard Sudell) Flowers here
in June and July.
Forbesii (14) Annual, easily grown
in the cool house. Flowers vary from a
good solid pink to mauve and have a
conspicuous white ring surrounding the
throats. The corolla is l/z" across. The
scape is about 10" with 3 or 4 superposed
6 flowered whorls. The farinose pedicels
(Courtesy Walter C
are 1" long. The leaves are ovate, 1-1 ¥2"
P. Forbe.m
long, acute, coarsely dentate - lobulate,
softly hairy, stalk iVz" long. The flower clusters are not so open and graceful as they are
in malacoides which it resembles. ''It flowers profusely, commencing when it is quite
young— some 3 or 4" high and continuing until its full stature is reached. It grows
well from seed, and blooms well all the winter. It should be given a corner in the greenhouse where there is plenty of light and space to develop, otherwise the flower stems
become weak and spindly, and the plant loses half its beauty." (C&T)

Un c C-M itiva led
f- rimni<i (continued}
refer to the April 1954 Quarterly, page 48, for explanations of the
various abbreviations used in the text.
floribunda (12) W. Himalaya. "This
small, tender, winter flowering Indian
Primula has long been cultivated in our
warm greenhouses and conservatories
where its cheerful golden yellow flowers
are always welcome." ( W I j A hairy
plant without farina. Leaves, including
the reddish petiole, 1'/4-8" long; ¥2-4"
broad; ovate or elliptic to broadly spathulate or ovate, contracted to a short
winged stalk. Larger veins bear abundant
long white hairs. Flowers '/•>" across, several scapes 4-8" high, downy with 2-6
superposed 3-6 flowered whorls, pedicels
3/4" long, slender, spreading bracts '/2-1",
long, ovate, serrate, leafy. Flowers from
March to May.

! Courtesy Walter Blasdalei

P, Florindae

Florindae (26) One of the most popular and widely grown of the Tibetian discoveries of Kingdon Ward. It is a robust
early species, a plant which often
reaches a height of 3' in culture. The root
system is highly fibrous, characteristic of
bog plants. The leaves are 2-8" long,
broad-ovate, rounded at apex, deeply cordate at base, dentate, glossy. Dark green
petiole 3-5" long, stout, winged, often redtinged. The scape, usually smooth but
sometimes bearing farina near the tip,
bears an umbel; sometimes 2, one above
the other; made up of 40-60, and in extreme fecundity, 80 flowers. The bracts and
1-4" pedicels are heavily coated with
creamy-yellow or white meal. The flowers
are sulphur-yellow, copiously creamyfarinose within, pendant, 3/4" across, funnelshaped, and sweetly fragrant. The species
is becoming rare on the Pacific Coast due
to Florindae's tendency to cross with
alpicola. Waltonii, and other related species.
However, these crosses result in such beau-

^A

Forrestii (3) NW Yunnan. The usual height of the plant in culture is 18" although
plants in favored habitats have been reported to reach 3'. It is robust, somewhat shrubby,
hairy, and prone to form a heavy woody rootstock. The leaf blade is ovate-elliptic, 2-4"
long, obtuse, eremite-serrate, rounded or
subcordate at base, covered, like all other
parts of the plant, with glandular hairs,
stalk or petiole up to 4" long. As the
plant matures and teaches the fruiting
stage the blades enlarge, reaching a length
of possibly 8" and becoming 6" broad.
Foliage is carried upright to a more or
less degree and scapes rise from numerous
crowns, bearing somewhat one-sided umbels, similar to those of elatior or veris.
Each umbel is made up of 20-40 flowers,
golden yellow with a contrasting touch of
orange at the throat. Flowers May to June.
"The home of this species is in dry crevices, with its long woody rhizome trailing over the rocks and its culture is not
difficult if it is given a position where
it can stay dry in the winter time. We
give it a place in our alpine garden which
'^^^^BHMH^Kj J^^^^^^H^^H faces north or east, never toward the
9BHB»HHHBHHBl!^^^^BBHHHiHi weather side. We place Forrestii under a
(Courtesy Mr. ;md Mrs. M. A. Lawrence
ledge of large flat rocks which prevents
P. Forrestti
rain from falling directly on it. During
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spring and summer we see that the plants have adequate moisture. As soil we use a mixture of rotten leaves, sand and coarse peat with mortar rubble, or small lime stones to
make it rich with lime." (J:L)
frondosa ( I I "A plant of the Balkans, called the 'Southern Bird's Eye,' but with
leaves of a different shape than farinosa,
and powdered in all its parts. It was added to our collection here at Floraire by
Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria, and sent
out from our gardens at Geneva. It
flowers during May and June." (H. Correvon, Geneva, Switzerland) The leaves
appear in larger clusters and are shorter
than in far/no.ta; dark green and smooth
above; well plastered with pure white
farina below. The flowers are larger and
of a deeper color. The scapes, quite stout,
are ! 3 /4-5" high, bearing umbels of from
10-30 flowers. The flower color has been
i
*WMT "fV^H^^^^^^^H termed bright pink, also rose-lilac to
A1 it*
*f - _ ..^^^^H^^^l reddish-purple. Cultivated plants produce
more meal than do plants in their native
state, these latter, at times, bear none at
all. "Leaves are gone, January 4th. Budding March 23rd. April blooming! Silver
buds circle main crown, beautiful. Seeding June 5th. Leaves very white underneath, pale green on top, white mid-rib."
(Field notes from Barnhaven).
Gambeliana (25) A plant of the high
altitudes. It is found in Sikkim growing
most in clefts or crevices where a moist
condition prevails at least in the growing
season. The small rounded, stalked leaves,
often farinose, spring from a central crown,
(Courtesy Mr. and Mrs. M. A. L.iwrencel
and mingled with them are the short
P. frondosa
flower-stems, iVa-lO" high. Each stem
bears 3-4 flowers, large for the size of the plant. Although the root stalk of the plant is short
from it are produced a mass of fibrous roots, and these must be given consideration
when transplanting. "Gambdiana has floweted here in the Alpine House for two seasons,
but, although lovely, it does not appear to be particularly robust and unfortunately only
a few plants survive. This Primula is entirely glabrous, and has rounded serrate leaves.
The flowers are a rich purplish pink with a yellow throat. Its shorter stature, larger
flowers, and lack of farina distinguish it from rotundijolia." (John T. Renton, Branklyn,
Perthshire, Scotland.)
gemmifera ( 1 1 ) Asiatic. The specific name comes from the budding habit of the
plant; the term "gem" being used in a botanic sense to indicate a bud. Perennial, although at times short-lived. "Some of the buds may become quite detached, but one
usually remains near the old base and produces a rhizome-like portion (sometimes 1"
long) before forming new roots and giving rise to the flowering plant of the ensuing
year while the old rootstock disappears." (S:F) Leaves, including petioles, 1/2-23/4" long;
3/16-%" broad; oblong or oblong spathulate to broadly spathulate, blunt or rounded
at apex, gradually narrowing to petiole, which may be as long to twice as long as the
blade. Somewhat dentate at margin. Texture of leaves thin. Flower stem 3^/4-12" tall,
stoutish, mealy at tip, bearing one umbel of 3-10 flowers. Bracts green, tinged with
86

purple. Flowers in color a soft pink running into purple in certain individuals. Fairer
called this Primula acclamata, The Welcome Primula, and immortalized it in his book
THE RAINBOW BRIDGE. Seeds of the southern form of the plant which has been
named gemmifera var. zamhalensis may be more often offered by seedsmen, and may
appear under its synonym P. chrysopa. This variety is more robust than the type, with
fleshier leaves and larger flowers. "We grow this Primula in light humus mixed with
plenty of stones and kept only reasonably moist, but not too dry." (J:L) The picture of
gemmifera facing page 128 in Farrar's English Rock Garden could almost be of our
Idaho Farinosae Primula incana.
geraniifolia (7) Tibet, Sikkim, Nepal, Bhutan and Yunnan. 9,500-13,500'. Found in
woods and in the shade of boulders. The specific name refers to the foliage which looks
somewhat like a Cortusa or some small Geranium. "The leaves of this most attractive
small plant, are on distinct foot-stalks, are crinkled and cut around the margins and are
softly hairy. It is a good perennial and easily grown in gritty soil in a cool, well-drained
spot. The 4-71/2" (-12") high scape bears a 'loose truss of pretty, rather deep-red (rose to
purple) flowers (3-12) which generally provide a fair crop of seeds from which additional plants are easily raised." (WI)
glabra ( 1 1 ) Asian alpine. "It is a short-lived plant which might be roughly likened
to a slightly inferior farinosa with all the mealy farina washed off." (WI) The John
Rentons raise glabra in their Alpine house. They are collectors and have it as a curiosity
as it is not a good garden plant and hard to keep. The leaves form a compact rosette and
are Vz-lVt" long. The scape is 3/4-41/4" tall. The flowers are pinkish-purple to blueviolet, sometimes with a yellow or orange eye, as found by Kingdon Ward in Tibet.
(Pictured A.G. Vol. 7, p. 282)
glacialis (18) "It has the typical leaves of the tribe: lance shaped, green on the upper
and heavily mealy below a thick midrib. The flower stem rises to a height of
4", and bears a head of 4-6 flowers of a pretty lavender shade. This plant attains
very high altitudes in the Lichiang range in Yunnan, and in gardens grows well in a
scree with underground watering ot in a mixture of chips and peat in a cool corner.
Charming." (Stuart Boothman's description of the plant which brought the Certificate
of Merit to R. B. Cooke, Esq. AG, Vol 2, p. 296)
glaucescens (2) Judicarian and Normandy Alps. 1,500-8,000'. Subsp. calycino from
Bergamo region in Normandy and subsp. longobarda, which is especially attractive in the
rock garden, chiefly from the Judicarian Alps. Extreme forms of either of the two are
distinct, but between the extremes there
is found a rather complete chain of intermediate forms. Plants rise from stout
rootstocks, which bear long, thick, fleshy
roots. The leaves, leathery in texture and
with cartilaginous margins, form a compact rosette; in length Vz-4" long, 1/3
as broad. The leaves tend to cup. The rosettes are formed with open centers from
which arise the flower stems, 1-6" tall,
stout and upright, bearing an umbel of
2-6 flowers. Flowers are rose-lilac or purple.
Plants show a preference for gritty
i C ' o u r t e s y Country Lift'
soil in a more or less sunny position.
P. glaucescens
Plants withstood a heavy flood at Barnand lived to bloom on May Day, none the worse for being inundated.
glomerata (5) This species differs from denticulata by being smaller and by developing flowers and foliage at the same time. The scape, 4-12" tall, is stout and upstanding.

The corolla is blue, and said to be a good blue; funnel shaped, with lobes obcotdate and
emarginate. The many flowers are carried in a dense head which is compactly round like
the tossy balls made by English children on May Day. The bracts, pedicels and corolla
buds are often mealy. The leaves have petioles which arc usually shorter than the blade
which may be as much as 4" long and l'/2" broad, minutely toothed, and of typical
primrose shape. The midrib is conspicuous and the radiating nerves are prominent on
the lower surface. It may be possible to get seed of glomerata under the synonym crispa.
glutinosa (2) "A lovely jewel, but difficult. On very high, wet, peaty places in the
S.E. Alps, never on limestone, it forms tufts of narrow sticky leaves, with 3" sterns and
heads of imperial blue-violet flowers,
richly fragrant. Must have a damp, cool,
peaty and non-calcareous corner. Not hard
to keep but very shy to flower -— even in
nature, though there its multitudes are
so incalcuable as to film the distances
with blue. P. glutmnsds stickiness confers
on all its hybrids a certain immunity to
slugs." (RF:The Rock Garden) There
has been a rumor that "Primulas minima
and glutinosa meet and marry in the open
moor above the Monzoni Thai, producing
a series of beautiful hybrids which seem
more tractable at home than the difficult
i Copyright D.
gtutinosa." (Dr. Roger Bevan, SRGC)
P. gracilipe
"For many years I shared the ill-success
of the great botanist Clusius, but during
the past two or three years (1923) I have
been able to flower several plants, and
these few in pots, using a compost consisting chiefly of peat with the addition
of a little puverizeed turf and sand. P.
glatinosa flowers in May." (MacW;
gracflenfa (17) Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan,
and S. Tibet on limestone ledges. 1314,000'. Resembles the better known
Viali. Both have acute corolla lobes, but
gractienta lacks the topknot of red bracts
which Viali wears, gradient a has a shorter
hairy scape (4-8"), which bears either a
P. gracilipsi (flat leaved form)
very compact or a very short spike (of
7-15 fragrant bluish purple flowers),
rather than an elongated head as in
Viali, Leaves are up to 6" long, co I Vz"
broad, tip rounded, base tapers gradually
to petiole, which is winged and hairy. The
leaf margin is dentate and surfaces, both
top and bottom, are hiiiry and particularly
fo on the midrib. The leaves are elliptic
to oblong-elliptic.

(Copyright D. Wilkie

P. gracilipes Double Form

gracilipes ( 2 \ Scapeless bright pink
purple flowers with orange-yellow eyes,
accented by a white band appear amid
the foliage which forms a lovely frilly
collar. Flower buds which are often
densely mealy are borne on pedicels

2-23,-'s" long. Individual leaves measure from 1 ¥2-6" in length and V^-2" in width.
The midrib is very prominent both above and below. The petiole is broad and winged.
This species prospers in the "Rootery" at the Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh, which
,^_ "i» the spring is an amazing sight when covered with its flowers. Indeed, they are almost
\c in this situation as our native Primrose." (DL: from the fine article on
" Petiolares Primulas in the AC, No. 81, p. 226) P. graciU-be\s at Wisley in the
Wild Garden where a particularly good form is cultivated. ". . . an attractive foliage
plant which opens its pink, brownish-yellow-eyed flowers very early in the year. These
vary considerably in size and in colour. Seed is hard to come by (and should be sown
quite green) but this plant may be ptopagated by leaf cuttings like many of the Petiolaris
Section. All this section are eminently suitable for cultivation in the peat wall or shaded
bank. They require sharp drainage, partial shade from the strong sun and a cool, damp
atmosphere." (RHSJ) "P. gracilipes differs from the shortly scapose P. Boothii in its
annulate corolla and narrow-acuminate calyx-lobes." (S:F)
grandij (13) Caucasus, 6-10,000'. Has been grown continuously in Edinburgh since
1895 as a novelty as it is known for its foliage. "Grows up to a height of 20" and under
favorable conditions may reach nearly 40". The leaves are large (including the petiole,
4-16" long), ovate-cor date: The peduncle is well developed, and the pseudo-umbel
contains many light-yellow insignificant flowers. Demands a heavy soil, and a moist
shady location. We cannot call this primula pretty, but we reserve a place for it in a
natural setting in our wild garden." (J;L) "As it has not much merit as a horticultural
plant it is somewhat rare in cultivation but is always of interest from its corolline
structure. . . . In the appearance of its inflorescence as well as in the shape of its individual flowers it is unique in the genus." (S:F) "The foliage is heart-shaped and of an
almost tropical splendour, like that of some petasites, and well worth planting for its
own sake in some rich corner of the bog, where it will have room to develop. The tall
scapes shoot up high in the summer, and then break, like a rocket, into a thick crowd of
B| trailing little sparks — long tubular small flowers in great numbers, hanging and
^^ shooting from graceful long pedicels, the whole effect being delicate, but the blossoms
in thousands are preposterously mean for a stalwart of such size and pomposity of
promise." (RF) "Cytologically it is distinguished by its very small chromosomes and the
basic number twenty-two." (B) Easily taised from seed. Clumps divide readily in late
summer. A lovely foliage plant and remarkably easy to grow.
Grifjithii (21) "Glory of the Rhododendron zone." (RF) Churnbi Valley in Bhutan.
"Much the finest of the recent Ludlow and Sherriff air-mail Primula introductions is
P. Grifjitbii (Watt) Pax which both Mrs. Knox Finlay and Lord Aberconway induced
to flower last year. From a great fat yellow-farinose winter resting-bud, ovate leaves
develop, quickly followed by a stout scape which overtops the leaves and carries a manyflowered umbel of deep violet-blue golden-eyed conspicuously annulate flowers. Recently
I saw this plant in flower in the Keillour garden . . . . growing beside fine flowering
plants of P. ioncbifol/a Franchet, and so magnificent were they that the latter plants
looked almost commonplace. When in fruit, the leaves develop enormously and may
reach 2' in length, giving the plant a fades quite alien to that at flowering time. Major
and Mrs. Knox Finlay have harvested seeds and should soon have a fine stand." (F. RHSJ
11/51, fig. 180) At flowering time the scape is 4-8" tall and the leaves including the
petiole are 2 1 /2-I2" long and %-2V 2 " broad. The leaves have sharply accented midribs,
are toothed, and taper abruptly to a point. The scape, the pedicels and the calyces are
covered with meal. The umbel carries 5-25 flowers. Can be propagated, like wnc hi folia,
from the vegetative buds which form at the ends of the flowering scapes. (The "magni._ ficenr specimen." of Griff it hii on which Mrs. Knox Finlay won "a well deserved award"
Bis pictured in the AG: Vol. 21, p. 302, in full bloom. It is also pictured, just as it is
Demerging from its great winter resting bud in the AG: Vol. 18, p. 360)
Hotter* ( H i

An explanation is necessaty in discussing this plant, for it has

been known and cultivated under the
synonym P. longiflora for over two
hundred years. In 1775 a heretofor undiscovered work published by Gmelin contained a complete Latin description under
the name Halleri and according to the
accepted rules of priority, the first name
must stand. This species is found in the
Alps, in the Carpathians, Croatia, Bosnia,
Albania, Serbia, Bulgaria, and possibly in
the Caucasus and Armenia. 4,800-6,500'.
It is easily distinguished from the other
members of the Farinosae by the remarkably long corolla-tube f^-lVs",) the
corolla is violet with a yellow throat, and
the stamens are always inserted in the
throat of the corolla. The stems are from
4-12" as a rule, and the leaves are a pale
green and are from %-21/4" long. It is not
dusted with powder as is farino.w. This
handsome primrose is most effective
when planted closely together in clumps
and in large numbers, and it will thrive
in half shade in a heavy soil to which

(Courtesy of Mrs. A. C. U. Berry

P. heucherifolia

iCourtesy Leo J e l i t t o )

P. Halleri
peat has been generously added. Planted
in this fashion it will persist for years.
Leo Jelitto, to whom we are indebted for
the accompanying illustration, finds that
seeds germinate easily only if frost action
is withheld and that they prefer soil rich
in lime. In nature Halleri strays into
damp rock fissures from the Alpine meadows and thereby is a connecting link
from the meadow to the rock species,
which Jellito calls "The jewels in the
Primula Kingdom."

(Courtesy of Mrs. A. C. U. Berry)

P. helodoxa

helodoxa (4) Burma and Yunnan, "a
tall Candelabra, whose whorls of rich
yellow gleam like a ray of sunshine on
the darkest day, bringing light, life, and
fragrance into the garden picture. It is
indeed a great aquisition and rightly earns
the title Glory of the Bog." (Mabel Hibberson, Victoria, B.C.). "I cannot imagine
anything, even prolifera, easier and better
than helodoxa as this lovely plant grows
in the Wild Garden at Wisley —often 5'
tall and with 8-10 tiers of flowers. . . . it
is a plant for the woodland, the river

P. hyacinthina

bank, the marshy meadows, and even the
bog." (F:RHSJ, 12/52) "P. helodoxa is
without a doubt one of the most outstanding Candelabras. Under local conditions, part shade and a deep weekly
watering during the summer, we have
grown this Primula to extremely large
dimensions. It certainly has character of
foliage (leaves 14" long and 3" broad,
taper to a long winged stalk with a
heavily thickened midtib) cannot be
mistaken for any other species. It does
require ample spacing in planting. It
gives no trouble at any stage of propagation and is really satisfactory. We do not
find the flower stalks weak." (George B.
Boving, University of B.C., Vancouver.)
P. helodoxa is starting to naturalize itself
by the creek in the tavine at the Quarterly
garden and everyone has enjoyed them
with the exception of one guest who
wanted the flowers to be closer together
in the whorls and who thought that the
whorls were too far apart and that the
foliage could have been a little smaller.
As far as we know, belodoxa seed comes
true as it does not cross with any species
in bloom at the same time. We are very
anxious to get seed of imperialis so that
we may save pollen from this early
blooming candelabra to cross later in the
spring with belodoxa. At Mrs. A. C. U.
Berry's garden there is a raised bed
of a host of helodoxa framed in natural
logs and placed at the base of a hill which
is covered with species rhododendron of
every size and shape and color. Rare
rrees and blooming magnolias take up
the vista to the left and to the right are
several beds of other blooming species
of Primula. P. helodoxa commands her
audience with all this competition, her
color is beautiful when seen in the individual flower, but it is truly a "Glory"
when seen in a mass.
heucherijolia (7) W. Szechwan in
grassy waste and shady places at 6,50010,500'. "One of the loveliest of Primulas.
The thin wiry flower scapes are 6-12"
tall and carry an umbel of 3-10 pendant
bells of a rich deep wine. (These may
range from a mauve pink to a rich deep
purple and according to Fletcher may
have variously coloured concentric rings
at the throat.) The rich deep color inten-

sifies and concentrates toward the throat to disappear behind the platinum anthers. The
calyx is star shaped, the foliage is scant, the leaves are held above the ground, are downy,
and are 2Vz" long, deeply scalloped and veined. It bloomed for us here at Barnhaven
about the first of April, by the middle of May it was just past its prime. The plants were
still making new leaves in October but were completely dormant by the first of the year
at which time the plants are intolerant of too much moisture. They started pushing
through the earth in March like little furry unfurled flags. P. heucherifolia is easy to
grow and it can be divided after blooming or be allowed to spread about on its creeping
stolons. (Florence Levy, Gresham, Oregon).
hyacinthina (17) Tibet. Maximum range 18,000' on stony hillsides and at the base
of cliffs. It closely allied to bellidijolia and in fact may one day be listed as an Eastern
form of that species. (F:SRGC) The scent is the same as that of bellidifolia and the
chief justification of classifying hyacinthina as a new species, when Kingdon-Ward
brought it in, was that it had a plastering of farina on the lower surface of its foliage.
This characteristic has since been found to be not constant. Here at the Quarterly garden
hyacinthina is much smaller than the measurements given by Smith and Fletcher; The
leaves, up to 6-7" (2-4) long and 5 /e- 3 /4" broad, are usually well covered by white or
pale tawny hairs above, farinose below, and arrange themselves in neat rosettes. The
scape is 12-16" (4-10) tall, white mealy, bearing a compact head of rich violet colored
flowers which may well measure an inch through. The plant apparently has a tendency
to become more farinose under alpine house culture where its winter rest may be complete. "This Primula when seen at its best is a truly lovely one, and is rightly named for
it has a delicious and powerful scent of hyacinths. It is easy to germinate and to get good
flowering plants. It is one of the Primulas which I nearly always lose after flowering,
due to the constant winter wet, but undauntedly 1 try and try again." (Cicely M.
Crewdson). (pictured on p. 91}.

(Courtesy Sir William Wright S m i t h )

P. idiithina at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, Scotland
ianthina (4) Sikkim Himalayas. 11,500'. A beautiful, robust, deciduous perennial

species with a tuft of oblong leaves, from 6-10" long, rounded at the tip, and tapering at
the base into a winged stalk; margin j, furnished with sharp, curved teeth; both surfaces
pitted with glands which exude a yellowish secretion, underside pale. Flower stem up
to 2' tall, stout, coated with sulphur meal at the nodes formed by the umbels, which
number one or two and are placed one above the other. The numerous blossoms are of
an intense violet color, with broadly heart shaped or rounded, notched lobes, with at
times a tooth in the sinus, and measure about 1" across; tube cylindrical, at least twice
as long as the calyx and is dilated upwards, with a ring in the throat, smooth outside,
downy within. Flowers in July. Good fibrous loam and peat, in a damp, open spot,
should suit it. ". . . . flowers of a pretty shaded pale pink, which is not quite matched
in any other primula. Worth growing if variety is sought." (H. D. McLaren)
imperialis (4) From the damp shady places on the mountains of Java at about
8-11,000'. Its leaves are up to 12" in length and to .V/2" broad; tapering sharply to the
petiole, which is winged. Margin finely dentate, lower surface of leaves sometimes more
than lightly dusted with meal. Scape is much longer than the leaves, and bear from 2-4
tiers of flowers, made up of numerous individual florets. Flowers are bright yellow
orange, with the corolla-tube twice as long as the calyx. "I would place it at the head of
the yellow Candelabras but unfortunately it is not hardy enough for any but the more
favored parts of Britain. The hybtid between imperialis and helodoxa retains the superior
colour of imperialis with the hardiness of helodoxa." (F. C. Puddle: AG, Vol. 1, p. 77)
Inayatti (11) "flourishes at low levels between 3,000-5,500' and blooms in Kashmir
from January to March." (see RHSJ: 6/51, p. 197: F, Ludlow) Leaves at flowering time
214-4" but reaching 4-13" by the time the seed is ripe. The breadth extends from V2-%"
to as much as 414" with maturity. The leaves remain almost strap-like, bright green
above, below covered with sulphur yellow to silvery meal. The flower stem is red,
is 9-15" tall, stout, downy upwards, and bears a loose, rounded umbel of 6-12 pale lilac
blossoms, each with a yellow eye. The corolla measures about 3/s" across, divided into
five broadly heart-shaped, shallowly bifid lobes; tube short, cylindrical. Dr. Ludlow
writes that he considers it worth while as a garden plant not only because of its intrinsicbeauty but also because it is one of the earliest harbingets of Spring.
incana (11) Rocky Mountains. Mrs. A. C. U. Berry, Mr. Lew Levy, and the writer
were thrilled to find incana in full bloom along a meadow stream in Lehmi County in
Idaho on May 23, 1953. The grey clay of
the stream's banks was plowed by the
hoofs of the wild horses of the locality
and no d o u b t incana had provided
brunches for these same creatures. Those
clumps which were left almost poured
themselves in to swift stream and none
at all were to be found away from its
sides. P. incana is a deciduous perennial
with a short rootstock with fleshy, fibrous
roots and a rosette of very miniature
crinkled Polyanthus type leaves about
1-2" long. The flower stem is slender but
strong and 4-6" tall, and bears an umbel
or head of 2-14 or more white flowers.
(Other forms may be lilac or lilac pink
with yellow throats) "Primula incana can
never attain the showiness of a Polyanthus or an Auricula. But for those who
prefer their beauty in small packages, the
plant has much to commend it. The first
P. incana
impression is that of a silvery tuft, the

leaves all basal. The method of division
is much as with Polyanthus us several
crowns are closely crowded Together into
a tight little clump." (see art. by Mark and
Claire Norton in Bull. Amer. Rock Gar.
Soc, Vol. 6, No. 2). Mrs. Berry planted
part of the collected plants on the banks
of her little stream but they did not
flower this spring as yet. The ones planted
by the Quarterly creek left their blue
clay behind them and silently stole away.
integrijolia (2) is found at elevations
of 4,800-9,500' in the Pyrenees, not in
the mountains of France, but again in
middle ;md eastern Switzerland, the Tyrol,
and extending slightly into Italy. It prefers sun, grows in humus overlaying
granite and limestone. The leaves are no

(Courtesy Country Life)

P. iniegrifalia

(Courtesy Mark

Norton, Laoortt

P. intercedens

Colorado)

more than 1 Vz" long, and the entire
plant is something like 3" high. The
leaves at first form a compact rosette,
later become of a loose habit: rather soft
and thin in texture for a plant of this
section. The color of the flowers is rosylilac, or rnagenta lilac and rarely white.
intercedens ( I I ) Great Lakes region.
It has been grown in gardens but it is
rather a difficult plant and at best short
lived in captivity. The species is suspected
of crossing with an associate, m/stassintca.
The accompanying picture has been published as incana, but incana has leaves of
an entirely different character although
the flowers seem similar. P. Intercedens
is a slender nlant with obovate or oblanceolate to spathulate leaves, from Vz-2 3 /V
long, narrow, with yellow meal on lower
surface; margin crenate-dentate or subentire. Scape, calyx and pedicels are more
or less mealy. Scape 41/2-10" tall, bearing
an umbel of 1-10 flowers, lilac, with a
yellow eye.
ini'olucrata (11) Himalaya from
Kashmir to S.E. Tibet. 10-14,000'. Dr.
Ludlow found this species associated with
Reidii in moist situations such as marshy
meadows and along the banks of streams,

"the two white-flowered Kashmir Primulas together, a most pleasing combination."
The flower stems are 4-12" tall which makes it larger than either of its close relatives,
sibirica and y argon gen sis. The leaves are smooth, small, oblong, and very glossy. It derives
its name from the elongate bracts which
form a kind of involucre. "It has long
been a favorite in our rock gardens where
its white, or slightly mauve-flushed
flowers exhale their sweet scent in May
and June. It is a perennial plant without
farina. The umbel bears from 2-6 (4-10)
usually somewhat nodding flowers. The
flowers are most commonly white with a
yellow eye. A cool spot and soil rich in
humus suit this plant well and old clumps
may be freely divided, in early spring."
(WI) P. ini'olucrata appteciates moisture
at the roots the year around.
ioessa (26) S.E. Tibet. 11,500' Leaves
are from 2'/4-8" in length, smooth, papery in texture, midrib prominent. Calyx
almost tlack. Flower stem from 4-12"
tall, mealy at top bearing an umbel of
2-10 flowers, pedicels are dusted with
yellow meal. The flowers are pale madderpink, pinkish-mauve to violet, funnel
shaped. Cultural requirements are much
the same as for its nearest relatives
Waltonii and sikkimensis var. Hopeana
from which it differs in a much inflated
corolla and in the form of its leaves.
P. ioessa var. suhpinnatijida varies from
the type only in flower color, being white
to creamy-white and sometimes purple or
violet tinged. The best color forms are
preserved by careful selection and weeding out of the poorer forms.
Jaffreyana (11) S. and S.E. Tibet. "A
short distance from Sang we climbed a
rough track through dry evergreen oak
(Courtesy Leo Jelitto)
and entered mixed forest. It was rather
surprising to find a species of Primula
P. ini'olucrata
flourishing on the sun-baked banks but
P. Jaffreyana is happiest in such exposed situations. Later in the season we saw an
abundance of the species, in similar places, in its winter resting state when the rosette
leaves were shrivelled and dry, powdering to the touch and the roots were wrinkled and
contracted and merely served for anchorage. In the centre was a tiny hard bud with no
external appearance of life whatever, but removal of the tight bud scales, however,
revealed the minute green germ from which the next year's plant would dvelop. A
number of these desiccated plants were pulled up and brought home, surviving about
two months' journey, and produced beautiful flowering specimens in the following year."
(Dr. George Taylor: RHSJ 4/47) It is important to Jaffreyana that it have excellent
drainage during its rest period and its position in nature could be imitated by growing
it on a bank which would insure it from suffering from too much wet. If it is planted
among but not under Rhododendron and Magnolia it will be well suited as it starts its
growing period with the same nourishment afforded these shrubs. The best s^and of
Jaffreyana was found by Ludlow, Sherriff and Taylor on their wonderful and productive
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journey in 1938 at about 12-13,000' where the rosettes measured nearly 6" across. The
stalk which grows from 2-10" in cultivation was 8" and the inch-wide corollas were held
on pedicels an inch long. In cultivation the flower stalk and the flower measure only half
as much. The corolla is mauve to pale blue-violet and has either a yellow or a green eye.
This is the plant whose picture graces rhe jacket cover of the new edition of Corsar's
PRIMULAS IN THE GARDEN. There are those who prefer Tayloreana.
japonica (4) Endemic but not common to the two northern-most islands of Japan.
P. japonica was one of the four species, the others being imperialis, prolifera. and
Poissonii, which Sir Joseph Hooker, in 1892, termed the "Imperial Primroses." It has
been proven at the Quarterly garden that japonica is prefectly hardy under adverse
conditions. It has been grown on a hillside with little water and in heavy soil and has
even nurtured baby plants to marurity without the prescribed care. The plants are not as
large or as lush as plants grown by the waterside, but they are very beautiful in droves
down the hillside. They grow in the borders with average border care, in fact they seem
to grow and thrive anywhere the seed is scattered. Of course this part of Oregon is
known for the humidity. Except for the inside of the calyx lobes, which are thickly
coated with white or cream colored meal, the plant is free of farina. The 12" leaves are
typical, 5" broad through the middle. The margin is sharply irregularly dentate; lighter
green and thinner in texture than those of other Candelabra. The scape is stout, erect,
to 30" tall, bearing as many as 6 superposed whorls, the topmost umbel crowded. The
original plant, before garden culrure brought changes, bore purplish-red flowers. It is
said that this species planted in a mass is a weed killer and this can easily be imagined
as the huge tropical like leaves cover an area as densely as some of the soil hugging
dandelion. We cannot get such a stand here as it is much too attractive to visitors. It is
a fine gift for the neophyte as it is sc easy to grow. We generally give two large plants
and a handful of seedlings and the next year we meet our triumphant recipients who are
ready to tackle practically any garden subject after their great success in growing this
spectacular plant.
jeosana (7) Mountains of central
Japan. The species was first flowered in
Edinburgh in 1932. This is a handsome
plant with long petioles supporting the
leaves which are obicular in general
outline, the blade 3/4-4" long, 3/4-5" broad,
often hairy, usually deeply cordate at the
base, 7-9 lobed; the lobes lobulate, irregularly dentate to incised-dentate at margin.
Dark green and almost smooth above,
but some specimens bear septate hairs
on the upper surface; paler below, often
with hairs along rhe veins. Midrib and
certain of the basal or subbasal lateral
veins impressed above and prominent on
the lower side. A soft hairiness is evident
on the petioles, scape, bracts, pedicels and
calyx, often times reaching the density
of furrincss. The scapes are long, reaching a height of 24", bearing 1-4 umbels
with 4-6 flowers each. Corolla rose or
rose-purple, with yellow eye. Farrer says
-n that it has no special charm but the leaves
P. lesoana
,
\.
L
,
alone, on a well grown group or plants,
are a beautiful addition to the shaded wild garden where it grows to perfection in a
pocket of leaf mold, peat moss, bone meal, and good loam.
Jif>nie(liana
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(28) Known only from Bhutan and only Ludlow and Sherriff have

collected it. (L & S 21187} The only member of the Soldanelloides Section which
deviates from the type by having a scape which bears a solitary flower. The rather
sparhulate leaves which form a rosette and are glaberous and efarmose, are about 1A"
long and taper into winged petioles which are equal in length to the blade which is
about 3/a" long. The corolla has an annulus, is funnel-shaped, mauve-blue with a winepurple ring, and is suberect or nodding. The calyx is green or blackish-green, cup-shaped,
occasionally bearing farina lightly. Mrs. John T. Renton "brought J/gmediana in triumph
(and in flower)" to the Scottish Rock Garden Club Show, in Edinburgh, in May, 1950.
It is "a most delicate little plant aboui an inch tall usually, carrying, on the slenderest of
scapes, a single nodding mauve-blue flower." (RHSJ: 11/51)
Jonarduni (10) (beautifully pictured RHSJ: 11/51} Introduced from Bhutan by
J. C. White in 1905. It is of alpine habit, an inch tall perhaps, growing at elevations of
13,000 to more than 17,000'. It is found in rock crevices, and on ledges, where it fills
narrow fissures with its foliage. The plant is evergreen; its leaves, clustered on the
branches, are but 3-15/s" long, ovate to oblong-ovate, texture tough and leather-like;
lower surface pleasantly plastered with yellow or white farina. The scape is usually hidden
by the foliage but sometimes it elongates to 3/i" which brings it slightly above the foliage,
it bears one or two flowers. The corolla is rose-crimson, or even magenta, with a dark
purple, or sometimes, a white eye. "The flowering of Jonardimi is a great triumph" and
has been accomplished by Major and Mrs. Knox Finlay of Keillour Castle, Perthshire,
by the late Lord Aberconway at Bodnant (from air-mail plants), and from seed by Colonel
F. C. Stern and by Dr. Covaston at Auchincruive in S.W. Scotland. These seeds were
sown in January 1950 and flowered in }une 1951.
juiiae (30) This smallest and perhaps best beloved species in the Vernales Section
was discovered by Mrs. Julia Mlokossiewicz near Lagodechi in the Eastern Caucasus on
the 20th of April, 1900. Living specimens were sent to Edinburgh in 1912 and since
the initial introduction the plants have spread to the gardens of the entire world. Juiiae
is well known for her progeny which have been hybridized by some of the foremost
horticulturists of our century. These crosses, which are usually intermediate between
their parents, are more highly prized when they retain the herbaceous habit, the creeping
rhizomes, and the tiny leaf form of Juiiae. Juiiae is of close, tufted or spreading habit,
and produces short, stolon-like shoots from the central rootstock; these root at the nodes,
forming leaf rosettes, and give a ready means for increase. The leaves, which are
numerous, are kidney-shaped or rounded, heart-shaped at the base, -V-j-2" long, on
slightly winged stalks up to three inches in length; margins wavy and bluntly toothed.
The corolla is deep rosy-purple, about one inch across and is divided into five oval,
shallowly notched, slighrly recurved lobes; tube cylindrical below, narrowly funnel-shaped
upwards. Flowers in sheets in March and April and scattered blooms may be found
through the year. "The Juiiae clan is not capricious or moody, does not need to be
pampered as some of the others which are not so easily grown. They, as most other
Primulas, appreciate a situation with morning sunshine, the filtered sunlight of trees, or
a border which protects them from the heat of the afternoon sun. If planted in shade,
however, the tendency is toward more foliage and scant bloom. . . . they loathe dank,
soggy, undrained soil, and will rot if this condition is forced upon them and yet they
do not wish to dry out during the summer." (Lou Roberts) Strange as it may seem, crown
rot often sets in on a plant which has been allowed to dry to the wilting point and then
is watered. At the Quarterly garden Juiiae and her hybrids are used to sheet the banks
of the raised beds. They help to hold the earth and keep in the moisture for thcit relatives,
the Polyanthus and vulgaris. It is well to dust for red spider as the warmer weather
sets in. A good mulch, twice a year, of impregnated peat or rich leaf mold helps to keep
the leaves shiny through the year and keeps the roots, which are so near the surface,
protected from the rigours of summer and winter. In Loyeland Colorado, where some
Primulas have a struggle to live, two gardeners feel thar, "Nearly all forms of x Juliana
(as the hybrids are called) are small but beautiful, friendlv eood-doers with minimum
care, and fill a definite spot in rock work and often fit snugly into garden layouts which

have no rock work. The plants as a whole contrive to project an air of well-being, of a
certain happiness and friendliness, which most gardeners learn to recognize."
Kaufmanniana (7) Although grown and flowered at Edinburgh until recently and.
remaining in gardens of England and the continent, seeds have never been available
to gardeners generally. The plant is native to central Asia and to Turkestan at elevations
of 3,000-12.500'. It is closely related to and occupies the same general area as lactiflora
which was originally discovered in golden Samarkand. Kaufmanniana is a more or less
hairy plant. Leaves, including the petiole, which is tawny haired, are 3/4-8" long; the
round deeply lobed blade measures %-^Vz" through. The leaves are usually smooth above,
deep green, lighter in color below and covered with fine hairs. The midrib and four to
six pairs of lateral nerves are impressed above and conspicuous below. The flower stem
is 3!/2-83/4" tall, bearing one, sometimes two closely superposed umbels, with 3-6 violet
colored flowers to each. "Plant in loose humus and half shade." (J:L)
kialensis ( 1 1 ) 6.500-13,000' Szechwan. "One of the many from China that have been
lost." Farrer named it "Rock Nymph Primula" and he has written of it beautifully in
many of his books. ". . . you may best picture scorpulorum (kialensis) as a specially fine
head of hirsuta (rubra) applied upon a creamy mealed single rosette of frondosa."
Kingii ( 1 ) was first collected in 1878 at 13,000' in the Sikkirn Himalaya by the
indomitable Dungboo, Sir George King's collector. Seeds have been available through
the Scottish Rock Garden Club Seed Exchange. K/ngii is a difficult species but excellent gardeners such as Mrs. Shaw MacKenzie may be able to tie her record of having
ten year old plants. These were raised in a bog garden and are a black flowered accolade
to her genius with plants. The complete length of the unmealed leaves is no more than
21/2", they are elliptic-lanceolate to lanceolate; scape tall for size of the plant, reaching
a height of 8", bearing and umbel of up to 10 semipendant flowers of an unusual dark
claret which at times appears black. "The three species Kingii, odontica, and Valentiniana
are closely related. All are gregarious, of
neat habit and with nodding, bell-shaped
flowers of a deep claret or wine-crimson
tone, and they occur in lavish profusion
and stain the alpine slopes with their
rich hues. . . . their usual transitory
appearance in gardens in this country
have given a very inadequate idea of their
loveliness." (Dr. George Taylor: RHSJ,
3/50.) It is suggested that it be grown in
good loam and grit, in a well-drained,
open spot, with plenty of underground
moisture when the plant is in growth, and
a pane of glass overhead in the winter
if there is not a protecting blanket of
dry snow.

Courtesy of Al Monner)

P. kisoana

kiioana (7) Cultivated fot over two
centuries in Japan for its foliage as well
as for its "beautiful flowers of brilliant
deep rose" which are carried in umbels
of 2-6 on stems 3-8" high. P. kisoana is a
tufted, perennial species with the whole
of its foliage and stems more or less
clothed with silky down. The leaves are
rounded, roughly heart-shaped, about 2 Vz"
long and the same across, borne on hairy
stalks; margins furnished with rounded
teeth or lobes which inturn and are

wavy. The corolla is about SA" across, divided into 5 broadly heart-shaped, notched
lobes; tube cylindrical below, dilated upwards, twice as long as the calyx. This species
grows easily in Portland gardens in cool shady places bedded in leaf mold with a groundwork of small stones to give required drainage. The plants lose their leaves in winter,
going underground leaving but the tip of the bud exposed. The flowers open before the
leaves are fully developed. Once a plant is established it is easily propagated by division.
Kitaibdiana (2) "My own plants are
doing much better planted out than in
pots. It forms a very characteristic rosette
of ovate, yellowish leaves, which are
intensely sticky, and are said to have an
unpleasant odour, though this I have not
noticed. Perhaps I was too excited and
pleased to have the rarity at all to observeany unpleasant traits in its character,
though I was hard put to remain so
charmed with it during its first season
here, when so many of the plants died.
The scape is two or three inches high, and
carries but one or two large flowers of
rose-lilac, paling at the throat. It hails
(Courtesy Country Life!
from the untrodden tracks in the mounP. Kitaiheliana
tains of the Balkan Peninsula; so far it
seems to prefer limestone, and not too
full an exposure to the sun." (WI:AG. Vol. 1, p. 60)
Knuthiana (11) (the following is not substantiated by Smith and Fletcher) Farrer
explains the controversy about this species in the following manner. "Its home is in
Shensi, where it has two forms of which ours should clearly be Knuthiana var. major Pax.
which spindly specimens were figured by Pax, thus leaving us in wonder as to how
worthless must be the lesser variety, Knuthiana breripes, which Pax indeed figures as
neater in the leaf and fuller in the head —but far indeed from the full-fed amplitude
of the Knuthiana we possess, thanks to Purdom in 1910
Its rosette is rather like
that of a most magnificent frondosa, crinkled and waved in the powdery grey foliage;
the stem rises stoutly up for 3 or 4 inches, as sturdy as a denticulata, and with flowers
to continue the comparison, such is the almost artificial opulence of the round head
of blossom it has to carry, the corollas being large of soft lilac-rose, and so spaced in the
royal orb as not to crowd upon each other, but show their individual outlines, which
have a waviness that adds to the sumptuous effect of the whole portly plant. It is of
perfectly ready culture in good and well-drained soil; it not only seeds but throws out
rooting runners; it not only throws out rooting runners but makes younglings from
root-cuttings, with the most admirable readiness." (The English Rock Garden,
Vol. II, p. 148)
lacerata (21) If this species is not in cultivation it should be. "For some years it
,1'rew very vigorously in Edinburgh, producing an abundance of bright pink, orange red
flowers (with the petals conspicuously fimbriated or lacerated). . . . it offers a ready
means of vegetative propagation for the scape produces vegetative buds at its apex,
exactly in the manner of bracteosa. . . . (these) produced rtxits within a few days."
(F: SRGC) A slender, delicare, perennial species of great beauty, with a tuft of papery
leaves 1-2 Vz" long, with nearly circular blades about 1 Vz" across. Flower sterns usually
numerouS( slender, minutely downy, 6-9" tall, bearing from 3-7 sweetly-scentd, lavenderblue blossoms to bright pink with an orange eye, on erect stalks about Vz" long. The
corollas are as toothed and lacy at the edges as are frost pictures. This species enjoys a
long blooming period, (see fig. 154 RHSJ 12/52)
laciniata (11) Szechwan in wet places or near springs and seeps at near 14,000'.
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Leaves up to 5" long, narrow; cleft, but not co midrib; irregularly toothed; at times with
a few inoperative farina glands scattered over upper surface. Scape up to 21", mealy
toward the the tip, carrying 1-2 umbels of 5-12 flowers; bracts thickly farinose; corolla
pinkish-mauve with a white eye, marked with yellow at the throat, lobes deeply cleft.
". . . . the cut-leaved pinkish-mauve flowered laciniata Pax et K. Hoffman which Dr.
Harry Smith gathered in 1934 and introduced to European gardens. From Dr. Smith's
seeds plants floweted at Kew and at Edinburgh in 1937 and these were beautifully
figured in the Botanical Magazine two years later. In Edinburgh they were very shy to
produce ripe seeds and are now lost. If laciniata is in cultivation elsewhere it is exceedingly rare." (F:SRGC)
latisecta (7) Tibet, 11,000', in dense shady forest. A handsome, deciduous, perennial
species with a slender rootstock which produces a sparse tuft of membranous leaves, with
generally deltoid blades about 2" long,
very deeply cut into about 7 narrowly
egg-shaped lobes, with wide, rounded
notches between each lobe; both surfaces
clothed with long, white hairs, the underside densely so; the blades are borne on
slender stalks about 4" long, covered with
long hairs. Flower stem about 6" tall,
slender, more or less hairy, bearing an
umbel of rose-colored blossoms on erect
stalks about ¥2" long. Corolla about 3A"
across, with broadly heart-shaped, notched
lobes; tube cylindrical, smooth, about
5/e" long. Flowers in June. ". . . never
apply water overhead in such a way that
it might fall on the leaves or penetrate
into the heart of a plant. Old plants may
be divided up in eatly spring, at the
time when the new year's growth commences; seed is more or less freely produced. Increase of stock is, therefore, by
no means difficult, and as the species is
not troublesome to grow there is scant
reason for its absence from British gardens." (C) It is grown out of doors at
(Courtesy Royal Horticultural Society I
Wisley.
P. latisecta
laurenttana (11) is a comparatively
small plant common to the lands on the Laurentian highlands of Labrador, Quebec, Nova
Scotia and Maine. The plant was long confused with farinosa of Europe. It is, when
typical, taller than the European plant, with longer bracts, a more farinose calyx, and
larger seed capsules. It has been in cultivation in England since 1831, usually from
Canadian seed. A mealy plant, sometimes fragile in appearance, leaves nearly always
white farinose below. Flower stem sometimes reaches height of 18" carrying an umbel of
1-17 flowers. Corolla lilac to pinkish-purple, orange eye and yellow tube.
Loeseneri (7) is a species with its identity much entangled with others, especially
jesoana, and its present status is not firmly established. First plants gtown in European
gardens were probably those grown by a Danish gardener from seeds originating on the
banks of the Yalu River on the Korean-Manchurian frontier. It has never attained
popularity as a garden plant of the west. It is a latge species up to 28" tall, with leaves
15" long and 7" broad. In color the flowers are rose to crirnson-lake, with greenish
or yellow eye.
longipes (18) Alpine house as intolerant of wetness in winter. ''P longipes is a fine

robust Primula forming tufts of oblong leaves from which will rise a 12" scape supporting
an umbel of a dozen purple flowers. The requirements of this species, as far as soil is
concerned, are easily met, just a heavy loam which can be kept moist during the active season
is all that it needs. The drainage of pots must, however, be good, for excessive moisture
at the roots or around the neck of a plant during its dormant period will certainly cause
dearh. As this is a strong-growing Primula matute plants will require rather large pots:
and one of 6" diameter will not be too
roomy for a flourishing specimen. Annual
repotting after the flowers have withered
will be necessary, and a top dtessing with
a rich compost during the early part of
the year will prove beneficial. (C)
luteola (11) E. Caucasus. 4,500'.
Foliage v e r y l u s h , f o r m i n g large
crowns of lanceolate, elliptic, coarsely
dentate leaves, which stand upright held
so by stout buttressing midribs. ". . . well
above these in July and August it sends
stout stems of 8 or 10" or more, carrying
large rather dense balls of large, soft
sulphur-coloured blossoms, full in outline
and of the utmost preciousness and
comely charm in themselves, to say
nothing of the fact that they have no
competition then to meet, though they
would cope well with the keenest.
P. luteola can easily and often have its
clumps divided, and grows with equal
zeal in sun or shade, the only thing it
asks for being richness, coolness at the
root, and good drainage." (RF)
macrophylla (18) 13-17,500'. That
this Primula is variable in all its forms
is evidenced by the variance in its pictures
which may be found in AG, Vol. 14, p.
136, and in the RHS Journals of June
1950 and 1951. The more definitely developed form inhabits the western Himalayas, but also occurs in Nepal, Sikkim.
(Courtesy Leo Jelittoi
Bhutan, and the extensive half-explored
expanse between eastern Himalaya and
P. luteola
the western-most provinces of China.
Here dwell many members of the Nivalid Section, differing but remaining very similar,
and with them are an array of intermediate forms, not fully established as to identity.
A puzzling group for the taxonomist working with an inadequate amount of collected
material. The stout scape is 5-10", is farinose toward the top, and bears an umbel of
15-20 purple to lilac flowers with a datk purple or yellowish eye. The lanceolate yellow
powdered leaves thrust upward 2 : /2-5" from broadly winged petioles, which may equal
the blade in length, and which are wrapped at the base in a sheath of outer scales. The
corolla is annulate and measures nearly an inch across. Dr. Ludlow has remarked on the
variance of and described the varieties of macrophylla in his fine article THE
PRIMULAS OF KASHMIR in he RHSJ 6/51. ". . . . more distinctive (than the type)is the plant we call macrophylla var. macrocarpa (Watt) Pax and not only is it dwarfer
than the type, but the farina on the underside of the leaves is usually yellow, the calyx
large and leathery and cut almost to the base, the eye of the corolla constantly white, and
the fruit quite huge for the size of the plant, often an inch long in fact. I do believe this
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plant should be given specific rank. (F:SRGC) If it were possible to go to Major and
Mrs. George Finlay's "wonderful garden" at Keillour Castle in Scotland, where macropbylla
var. macrocarpa is grown, the sight could reinforce the description. P. macropbylla var.
lanceolata has narrow lanceolate leaves which equal the petiole in length, ^.macropbylla
var. Moorcrofiiana is not at all impossible to flower but is difficult to keep. It varies from
die type in its smaller size, longer bracts, notched corolla lobes, and longer leaves.
P. macrophylla var. ninguida is distinguished with the calyx cut almost to the base into
linear segment.

P. marglnata

P. malacoldes as grown outside in Dr. Blasdale's garden in Berkeley, California
malacoides (14) "It is a dainty grower, carrying light and loose flower clusters rising
on slender stalks which appear from the handsome rosette of basal leaves. The flowerstems reach some 18"-2' in height, and when grown in the mass the feathery appearance
is most attractive. The blossoms are a delicate rosy lilac. This is shown off to advantage
by the white mealy calyx and white flower stems." (C&T) In Yunnan, near the village
of Tali, the very numbers of this plant make it a weed of the cultivated fields. It is
bound within bundles of bean vines and with other cereals, and its seeds are thus widely
scattered. The seeds are easy to germinate and transplant and the resulting plants are a
decorative addition to any coldhouse in a moderate climate and to the greenhouse in
colder areas. It will bloom inside for several months during the winter and early spring.
This "Fairy Primrose" is a perennial which is better treated as an annual. Walter Blasdale,
to whom we are indebted for the accompanying photograph, has fully and interestingly
described this species and its improvements, which have resulted from selection of the
best forms, in his book CULTIVATED SPECIES OF THE PRIMULA. In California
it is grown out of doors and is considered to be one of the most desirable bedding
plants for spring flowering. "I have known it to survive six degrees of frost for five
successive nights without injury." (B)
malvacea (15) Yunnan 7.500-12,000'. The corolla is pale or dark rose, occasionally
blue with a yellow or greenish-yellow eye. A peculiar feature of the plant is its inflorescence, which sometimes is in whorls of 1-8 individual flowers, but at other times its
flowers are arranged in a raceme. The leaves resemble those of bathangensis. The scape
is from 1V4-16" high, sometimes slender, more usually sturdy. The white form malvacea
var. alba has taken to garden culture more easily and is more or less widely established.

marginata (2) Maritime and Crotian Alps, 2,500-8,500'. ". . . of all the rock species
is the easiest, and the most fascinating, and the most beautiful. The large pointed
leaves are of a hoary grey-green, and their deep-toothed edges are most delicately scalloped with white meal (thus the specific name). Mealy too are the (3") stems, and then
the flowers (up to 20) are very large and of a soft, clear lavender blue (%-!" across.)
The plants are inclined to form long woody rhizomes and the leaves are narrowly ovate,
deeply and regularly toothed." (F) Members of this species require good drainage, are not
particular as to soil, "grows on limestone or granite, sun or shade. We grow it between
stones ot high on a ledge. It is not so beautiful as its hybrid Linda Pope." (Mrs. Sharpies,
Lancashire, England).
Matsumurae (11) Japan, Korea, E. Siberia. Leaves, including the winged stalk, which
is shorter than the blade, are 3/s-3/4" broad, ovate or obovate, margins obscurely toothed,
sometimes with a little farina above and densely yellow mealy below. The 2-6" scape
bears an umbel of up to 12 bell shaped flowers which are almost 1" across, purplish-rose
in color; tube often yellow or of a yellowish hue.
Maximoivi-czii (18) was found on a mountain near Peiping in China at about 8,000'.
It was first flowered in England in 1910, the plants coming from seed sent by Purdom
to the firm of J. Veitch & Sons. There is some question of the color of the corolla, it
having been recorded as dark, clear purple, intense crimson, red and yellow.
". . . At 11,500' amongst shady rocks in the forest, we fqund P. Maximowiczii, one of
the least attractive species with manx>n corolla tube and plum-purple reflexed lobes."
(Dr. George Taylor: RHSJ, 4/47.) More curious than beautiful.
megaseaefolia (30) is at home in mountains bordering the Black Sea. It is found in
moist shady gorges at about 1,000' under Rhododendron shrubs. In some localities it is
considered winter hardy and trustworthy except for a reluctance to set seed, but its
flowers, 2/3" across are a strong magenta-lilac, It produces flowers in midwinter. The
plant is hairy, with leathery leaves, roundiph, supported by short pedicels. Scape to 6",
red-tinted as are the petioles. In the N.W. U.S. and in England this species is grown in
an unheated house where it is valued for its early flowering.

(18) ! 6,500'. S.W. Szechwan
The base of the plant above the
root is often encased in a mass of papery
scales and the remains of old leaves, and
may extent) thus for as much as 4". Above
the mass appear the true leaves with widewinged petioles, which at the beginning
of growth may be quite shorr but as the
leaves mature lengthen to half the length
of the blade which is 10" long and 5/siVs" broad, lanceolate, with the entire
or finely crenate margin obscured by recurving. Leaves are of firm texture,
heavily covered below with white or
yellow farina to obscure the veins but not
the ptominent midrib. Scapes stout from
8-13", 1-3 from each plant, white mealy
at apex, bearing 1-2 umbels with 5-12
flowers to each. Corolla deep Tyrian
(Courtesy Royal Horticultural Society]
purple with a black eye, (many variations)
tube almost twice the length of the calyx.
P. megaseafolia
In form the plant resembles a dwarf
chionatha, with sweetly fragrant flowers.
It should have a moist soil, well founded with humus either leaf-mold or peat, and good
drainage, for it cannot tolerate moisture about the crown during dormancy. Andrew
Hurley of Devonhill advises that it is better lifted and divided every second or third
year and that it can be flowered 18 months after sowing seed.
mem brant folia ( 1 1 ) Yunnan. 9-11,000'. A beautiful tufred perennial species, with
thin, pale green, broadly oval or egg-shaped leaves, from 3/4-21/41' long, tapering towards
the base with unequally toothed or bi-serrate margins; upper surface more or less smooth,
underside densely coated with sulphur-colored meal. Flower stem J/2-2" tall, coated with
yellow farina, bearing an umbel of 4-9 soft, violet-rose, slightly fragrant blossoms with
a yellow eye. Corolla 3/4" plus, slightly concave; lobes broadly heart-shaped, notched;
tube funnel-shaped, greenish-yellow, 2-3 times as long as the calyx. Flowers from May
to August. Grow in peat, leaf-mold and chopped Spaghnum, in a cool, shady spot, keep
saturated with moisture when the plant is in growth; or plant it in a crack in a limestone rock, packed with a similar compost.
(P. microdonta is a syn. for sikkimensis. P. microdonta var. alpicola is a
synonym for alpicola.)
minima (2) started well in its botanical record being named by the great
Linnaeus, but through 370 years of garden history it has remained a small, quite
beautiful and desirable bundle of temperament. To compensate for inherent
contrariety the species has acted as a
parent to a number of tractable and
pleasant offspring. In its native state in
the mountains of S. Europe, at elevations of 4-9,500', where it grows in both
limestone
and granite regions, it is de(Courtesy Country Life)
cidedly gregarious. This may well hold
a hint as to its successful culture. The
P. minima
leaves are Vi-lVi" long, Vs-s/a" broad,

glossy, stiff and form tight rosettes from a woody rhizome. In outline the leaves are
wedge-shaped or triangular, sharply toothed at apex, base truncate. Mat forming. The
scape only l/z", actually less than the leaves, bearing one or two flowers on short pedicels.
Corolla lobes cleft, rose-pink, rarely white, with a white throat. "The peculiarity of
P. minima, in requiring company to induce it to flower in the open rock garden is not
so evident when plants are grown in pots, and well-flowered specimens are frequently
to be met with. It is suggested that the constricting influence of the pot is responsible
for this, as it would appear to be in the case of some Alpine plants, consequently pots
as small as possible should always be
used. A group of half a dozen or so of
this little Primula planred in a 6-7" pan
will be very effective when they are in
flower." (C) Mr. Corsar further recommends a compost of loam, peat or leafmold, rough grir, in equal amounts, with
the addition of limestone or granite chips,
and cautious care in rotting, for such a
compost is loose and springy and all
members of the Auricula Section need
firm potting "Likes sun and plenty of
water to make it flower." (Miss Sharpies,
Lanes., England)
minutissima (16) Syn. Heydci. A
dwarf,
mealy plant growing at altitudes
(Courtesy Royal Horticultural Society)
of 11,500-17,000'. Mat-forming, with
leaves and flowers barely lifted from the
P. minutissima
earth. Leaves small, 3/s" long, 1/16"
broad. Sometimes stoloniferous. Corolla dark reddish-purple with a yellow eye. ". . . has
a single microscopic pink bloom resting on a rosette of leaves less than half an inch
across; this absurd Lilliputian is further delicately powdered with a silvery-yellow farina."
(K.G. Lazenby: AG, 6/46) (see RHSJ 6/51, p. 204)
mistassinica (11) was first collected by Michaux near Lake Mistassini in Quebec,
and its distribution extends over Labrador, Newfoundland, and the eastern provinces of
Canada, and in Maine, Vermont, Michigan, Minnesota, and New York States. It is a
small perennial plant at times forming flagellums or leaf-bearing stolons. Leaves up to
3" long, narrow, 3/a-5/s" broad, oblanceolate or spathulate or obovate, rounded or blunt
at apex, sessile or borne on short petioles, often dentate or denticulate in the upper half
with 2-15 pairs of teeth, or subentire. Sometimes the plant is lightly farinose. Scape 1-8",
bears an umbel of 1-10 pale pink, blue, bluish-purple, or white flowers with a yellow
tube and with or without a yellow or onmge eye. P. •mistassin'ca var. novebof&scenth is a
white form found as far south as Illinois. "The largest stand that I have found was in
the gorge ar Taberg, N.Y., growing on the almost vertical sides of the gorge. Many
plants in a very small area will be found showing that they seed in readily and also
multiply from the mother plant as does Juliae. In the Taberg area, 1 have found \vhite,
pink and lilac colored flowers among Blue Bells of Scotland, native Columbine and
Grass of Parnassus. These grow together with Bladder Fern and Maiden Spleenwort on
the narrow moist ledges of the shale. The rocks in this gorge are always moist. I have
transplanted plants of mistassinica to my garden but the only location they will grow
is in a" north wall made of limestone rock where the natural seepage from a high bank
keeps them moist most of the year." (Miss WUfrieda Mott, Baldwinsville, N.Y.j
Miyabeana (4) Formosa, 7,500'. Related to japonica and harmonic*. The scape is
up to 2' tall, bearing from 2-4 superposed whorls of 6-10 purple bell-shaped flowers.
A brilliant sulphur farina is found within the calyx lobes and corollas. The leaves are
oblanceokte, obtuse or acute, denticulate, 1', with a broad winged, sheathing stalk.

modesta (11) To create an attractive
display this Japanese Farinosae should be
grouped, and for their well being they
should be supplied wjth some shade, and
good turfy loam in a situation similar to
that furnished its European relative, farinosa, which it closely resembles. The
corolla is pinkish-purple, however, and it
is smaller generally, the scape measuring
less than 6".

(Courtesy House and Garden)

P. mistassinica

mollis (7) Bhutan. To some gardeners
the foliage, the flattened clusters of
broad leaves, oblong elliptic-spathulate,
1 -3" long with winged petiole of equal
length, is more attractive than the
flowers which are dark rose to lighter
shades, with sometimes a shading of
maroon, with a gray-green or yellow eye.
The corolla is less than ¥2" across and is
held on 5" scapes in whorls of 3-4. "When
I received seeds of mollis from the last
L & S expedition I understood it was a
semi-tender species, and a cold house
at least was required. I was agreeably
surprised to find they all survived outside during their first winter and have
done so up to the present. (April 1954)
The big leaves in this species are round
and ?oft and hairy. The flowers, I admit
are small and even insignificant, but
they are pretty being a peculiar shade of
rosy-red. A mass of plants together is an
attractive sight." (Cicely M, Crewdson,
Kendall, N.W. England)

moschophora (16) 12,000' on moist stony pastures in W. Yunnan and Burma.
Dwarf, mealy, stolon iferous, with a short rootstock. Naked flagelfums up to 3" are
produced, each tipped with a leafy bud. The leaves, densely white farinose below, are
arranged in rosettes. Scape slender, mealy, about 5/s" tall, usually 1 flowered but sometimes bearing 2-3. Corolla lilac to purplish-rose with a, gray or yellow eye and is
pomponed and napped at the throat with a wisp of woolly hairs.
(17) Yunnan, Szechwan, S.E. Tibet in moist open spaces as in meadows
or pastures. Once a widely cultivated species which has lost popularity to Vial/. Leaves
light green, obovate-spathulate or elliptic to oblong, up to 8", tip rounded, margin
crenate-dentate, upper surface slightly hairy and shining. Scape to 18", bears heads of
small fragrant "dainty flower heads" of "soft violet blue," reflexed and closely set in a
spike-like head. The corolla tubes shade into pink. "It is sometimes very early flowering,
I have known one accidentally to open in March, though April to May is its proper
season. Seed can be sown green, which seems to hasten germination." (Louise Walmsley'
AG, Vol. 13, p. 69) It i c be c t to save and row seed as this species sometimes has a
monocarpic action in cultivarion.
nepalensis (21) "This year (1951) the very close ally of P. Griffithii, the yellowflowered cordate-leaved P. nepalensis W. W. Sm. (L&S 21015) has also flowered at
Keillour for the first time in culture and seeds have been harvested. This introduction is
of particular interest, for until Ludlow and Sherriff sent home their plants from Bhutan,

P. nepalensis had been gathered only in Nepal." (F: RHSJ 11/51) "An efarinose plant
with a short thick rhizome from which spring numerous fleshy roots and at flowering
time enveloped at the base by ovate to oblong bud-scales 1 3/l6-2 1 /2" long, somestimes
stained purple." (S:F) Leaves including the petiole 4-10" long, llA-2%" broad, elliptic
to ovate-cordate, deeply and irregularly dentate, glabrous and efarinose on both surfaces,
distinct midrib petiole 1-2 times the blade, distinctly winged, sheathing at the base.
Scape 8-12", sturdily carrying an umbel of 6-12 flowers. Corolla yellow, with a very
large annulus, limb measuring 5 /s-l" in diametet with oblong to narrowly obovate
emarginate lobes.
nipponica (8) Honshu. 5,500' in alpine meadow. Resembles farinosa although its
closest ally is cuneifolia. The plant is not for general outdoor growing and is hardly
worthy of a place in a glasshouse. The flower is pure white, rarely yellow, with a golden
yellow eye, an umbel of 2-8 flowers and infrequently two superposed umbels.
nivalij (18) Mountains of central Asia. Blade 6-7", densely covered with farina and
developing fully before the stout 10-16" scape reaches its maximum height. The 3-25
flowers are borne in a single loose umbel and are violet to purple in color. P. niralis has
no relationship with the "nivalis of gardens" which is the white flowered European
Auricula rubra. In ordering plants and seeds this distinction must be made. This fine
Primula needs a rich soil and perfect drainage and protection from the afternoon sun. It
takes up quite a bit of space and is worthy of the trouble it takes to keep it dry during the
fall, winter and early spring.
Normaniana (7) On p. 353 of the
12/52 issue of the AG may be found a
picture of the plants which won a preliminary award for Mr. J. T. Renton at
the R.H.S. Fortnightly Show held in
London. At least twenty-six plants have
been planted in a big pot and the result
would make any alpine plant enthusiast
determined to try his luck with Normaniana which was named for Lady Norman
who is the sister of the late Lord Aberconway. In AG, 9/39, p. 225, there is a
picture of Normaniana as it was found
in the wild by Sherriff and Taylor. These
are well worth a trip to the library or an
order to the Alpine Garden Society to see.
"It is a fairly robust -look ing but shortlived perennial. It grows in damp moss
and in rhododendron forest, at an altitude of 9,000-12,000', being definitely a
shade lover. The long-stalked leaves are
almost circular in general outline, deeply
cordate at the base and 5-7 fobed, the
(Copyright D. Wilkie)
lobes again jagged. It could easily be mistaken, out of flower, for a geranium. The
P. Normaniana
softly hairy flowering stem may be as
much as 6" long (in cultivated plants it rarely exceeds 3-4") and carries up to a dozen
flowers in a bold head. The corolla varies in colour from crimson to rosy purple, with
darker crimson or yellow 'eye'; and the finely cut ftinge to the petals gives a charming
air of lightness. . . . It will always be a comparatively rare plant in cultivation unless
protected during our wet winters. I discovered the species in the Mishmi Hills, Assam
Frontier, in 1928, and the plants which flowered in Edinburgh and elsewhere were raised
from seed collected then. In 1937 I found it again in the Assam Himalaya about

-300 miles S.W. of the original locality. Then after the war it was found in E. Bhutan
by Ludlow and Sherriff, thereby extending its area another 40-50 miles to the W. It
was from a fresh introduction of L & S seed that the plants shown at the R.H.S. were
raised." (F. Kingdon Ward, Victoria Medal of Honor; Excerpt from Gardening
Illustrated, 4/53)
n/ittins (28) Yunnan. 11,000'. "If ever
I could grow only one species of Primula,
my choice would no doubt be Primula
nut am. The leaves are long (2-8") and
oval shaped, covered with fine hairs, the
spike is cone shaped and in colour a
lovely pale lavender blue which is covered
lightly with a fine farina or meal and
sweetly scented. There are about 5-15
nodding funnel-shaped flowers on the
scape which may measure from 4-20". P.
nutans is quite hardy but unfortunately
dies after flowering, therefore it must
be treated as a biennial. My method of
growing this beautiful Primula is to sow
seeds during January in gentle heat in
pots or pans containing a light sandy mixture of loam and peat. To avoid damping
off I water only from underneath and
transplant as soon as they can be handled.
I plant them out in soil rich in humus
and in semi-shade. They are top-dressed
in early spring as the frost has a tendency
to force the roots to the surface. A
i Courtesy Levys of Barnhaven)
colony of nutans in flower giving off
that delightful scent is a sight never to be
P. nutans
forgotren." (C. G. Haysom, Southhampton, England) There are an increasing number of reports that nutans is outgrowing its
monocarpic reputation. Both Ivanel Agee and Mrs. A. C. U. Berry have kept the plants
over for more than one blooming. Excerpts from Mrs. Agee's excellent article in the
July 1952 Quarterly follow. ". . . seems to be very easily lost during the seedling stage,
and a hot dry wind seems fatal to these tiny plants. My plants kept in a flat covered
with glass, to hold the moisture, survived while the exposed seedlings expired in a short
time. . . . In late fall the bed was covered with an inch of coarse sand, which protected
the crowns from rotting. . . . My plants began to show growth in March; they bloomed
from late May through June."
obconica (19) This very beautiful greenhouse species is not in any way sponsored
by the Editors of the A.P.S. Quarterly, We do not appreciate the fact that this one time
popular primula has given primroses in general a very bad name because of its ability
to cause a painful and prolonged rash to appear on some of those who come in contact
with it. It is not allowed as a pot plant in many hospitals. John Bacher, who has
hybridized one of the mosr beautiful hybrids Obconica "Portland Rose" simply let his
work go because of this dire fault. P. obconica var. werringtonensis often listed as
Primula werringtonensis, is a hardier type with the same proclivity to irritate.
nhliqua (18) S. Himalaya thru Sikkim and Bhutan. 13,500' on moist well drained
slopes, which are deeply covered with snow in winter, and beneath Rhododendron scrub.
The name is derived from the form of the corolla. "The spreading corolla lobes are
attractively set in a vertical plane oblique to the axis of the corolla tube." (G. Sherriff
and G. Taylor: AG, 6/40) The leaves are leather-like, lance-shaped, with blades 4-8"
long, yellow green mealy below wirh a prominent midrib, margin serrate to crenate-

serrate. The scape is rigid, mealy on upper portion, bearing an umbel of 5-10 fragrant
flowers, each about 1" across. Bracts and pedicels are heavily farinose. Corolla may be
pale yellow or white, tinted with rose to a fleshy color, with some farina present within
the lobes which are broadly obovate or subrotund and deeply emarginate.

Please see page 59, April 1954 Quarterly \or the Informal Bibliography and Key
to the Abbreviations of Author's Names and Publications.I
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Alfred E. J. B. Kidney, Thornton Heath, Sussex, England
During my early days of gardening, fully thirty years ago, I was continually told
that Prim-rose seed would germinate only with difficulty. What sheer nonsense this was!
It is a hard coated seed compared to that of the annuals but if it is picked when it is
ripe and stored properly until it is used, it will germinate easily. Of course, we all know
that the best time to sow seeds, as far as germination is concerned, is as soon as possible
after they are ripe, usually July, when one can expecr reasonable germination in nine
to twelve days. Strange as it may seem to you, I prefer to sow the seed in flats in
mid-November and allow it to be exposed to the severe rigours of an English winter.
The Primrose seeds are of robust constitution and can well take care of themselves in
the roughest conditions, and when the first rays of the February sun warm the earth
these "little fellows" a-re full of vitality and "up they pop" in their thousands. But
whether seed is sown in July, November, or January one has to remember first of all
to purchase from a reliable grower. Above all I prefer to buy direct from originators
of definite strains and I have learned by experience to PLACE THE ORDER EARLY
for the choice colors. Failures and disappoinrments in Primrose growing are more often
due to the purchase of inferior seed and delayed ordering than to any other cause. Handpollinated seed may cost a few more pence than what one can get over a counter,
but it pays because one's efforts are helped by the hand of the hybridizer whose reputation
is staked upon the results.
If the accepted and time-tested procedure of planting in January is followed, it is
best to store the seed in the original packet placed in an airtight container in the
refrigerator, but not in the freezing unit. The feed thus stored will give as good a
germination as in July, especially if the methods given in your own Primula Planting
Guide, page 53, October 1953 issue of the Quarterly are followed.
I have found after years of experience that the ideal seedling compost is comprised
of (in bulk) two parts of fibrous loam, one part of damp granulated peat and one part
coarse sand (this resembles fine white gravel) adding to this 1 Vz ounces superphosphates
and 3 4 ounces of chalk per bushel. I would like to have you rry this mixture. I have
concentrated wholly on the "Barnhaven Strain" the last few years, and whether it be
the Pastels, Grand Canyons, Indian Reds, Cowichins, or Marine Blues, I have had complete
success and my frames of seedlings resemble a bed of Mustard and Cress. The richness
of their colour and the large but perfect blooms leave me astounded. The same reliability
is found in the Julianas and Acaulis and I can well imagine the amount of thought,
care, and work that has been put in to produce this magnificent strain. At the Southern
Section Auricula and Primula Society Show, held at the Royal Horticultural Hall London,
on the 27th of April last, I was awarded 1st Prize in the Hardy Primula Decorative
Class for a bowl of six Barnhaven coloured Primroses.
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Mrs. Ben Torpen was distinguished by the unprecedented honor of being an Auricula
Judge at both the Manchester and London Shows this spring. We have at hand a fine
article as well as notices from the English and Scottish papers together with a very good
picture of Mrs. Torpen as a Judge, which was published in the MANCHESTER
EVENING NEWS. Mrs. Torpen was accompanied on her trip to the British Isles and
to Europe by her good frieds Mrs. O. Miller Babbitt and Mrs. William F. Hallam who
are also members of the Quarterly Staff. Many letters have come in which show that these
ladies were true ambassadors of good will.

>

APPRECIATION OF REFERENCE MATERIAL (continued)
One of the main reference books for the Dictionary was the old 1928 Primula
Conference* which has long been out of print and which is a priceless treasure because
of the illustrations and excellent articles by the old plan: hunters and famous growers
of the last generation. If you should put in a standing order for one with your favorite
secondhand bookstore be sure that you specify the edition with the illustrations.
One of the very fine books on Rock Gardening which has an excellent chapter on
Primulas, is the inexpensive cloth bound SECOND ROCK GARDEN CONFERENCE**
published by the Alpine Garden Society and the Scottish Rock Garden Club. This
book is especially valuable to those who like to keep up on the latest introductions.
It contains much information as to the cultural requirements of growing these heretofore
unknown plants.
Mrs. A. C U. Berry once said, 'My books are my next treasure to my garden." She
has been collecting garden books for over fifty years and when one thinks of the many
hours of pleasure she has had with them one might reach out to study the old and new
book lists in the knowledge that one has the power to buy in a book intellectual and
even physical storage batteries which will give one an impetus toward being a better and
more inspired gardener, (to be continued)
* Published by the Royal Horticultural Society. The Quarterly copy came from Foyles
Second Hand department.
** Sent postpaid for $1.70 ($1.40 to members of the A.G.S. and S.R.G.C.) by C. B.
Saunders, Husseys, Green Street Green, Farnborough Kent, England. If a private
check is sent it is well to add S.25 for the cashing fee.

i Itew6
Though it is customary for Show News to come out in the July issue we believe
that a fuller coverage and a more valuable contribution can be made if the interesting
details of the 1954 shows can be given in January just before the preparations for the
1955 shows. We are making the January Issue a Show Issue if we get the needed
cooperation of OUT affiliated Societies. We would appreciate it if the President of each
Society would delegate a member who would send us a friendly letter about the Society
activities the year around with emphasis on the 1954 show and its setting. We do not
ask for professionally written articles, just for interesting facts. Please send any pictures,
in shiny black and white, any size just so that they are clear, you may have of winners
and their plants, or of outstanding displays, or of club projects. We regret that we cannot
use colored pictures because of their excessive cost. Some Show News has come in but
we would like additional detail about the plants which won the sweepstakes and trophies
as well as human interest comments about the wotkers and the winners. We would like
to hear about how the plans started and how they were carried out. Does the sweepstakes winner work in a garden with a stream or a greenhouse or near a woods? Did he
hybridize to gain the plant or what is the strain or the name of the originator? Names
orly make news where the people are known and identifying details are those which
interest other members of the A.P.S. and instill a fellow feeling.
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(Continued from page 82>
judging Primroses since 1949 and has never failed to respond to requests from
long-time growers or those who have just discovered the fascination of the Auricula.
Time and effort are of no account when he is starting another Auricula lover on the
road he should go. In all that the words imply Ralph Balcom is a "gentleman and a
scholar" and it gives me great pleasure that his efforts to further the culture of the
Auricula are being publicized to this extent. It seems to me doubly fitting that this
recognition comes to Mr. Balcom in connection with the Barnford Trophy as he has
carried and will carry on the Tradition established by those Old Florists of long ago.
Charles E. Gilman, President Washington State Primrose Society
(Captain G. L. Hearn. Coreys Mount, Stetanage, Herts., England, President of the
National Auricula and Primula Society, Southern Section, is the donor of a trophy for
the "runner up" for the Bamford Trophy. This prize is a fine magnifying friars which
may be carried in the pocket of Auricula Judge Balcom so that he may better examine,
as did the Old Florists, the Blue Ribbon Auriculas to see which one is "The Best
in the Show."
no

A tea is being given, complementing Mrs. Karnopp and Mr. Balcom, by the American
Primrose Society on Friday July 9th, between the hours of four to six at the home of
Mrs. Philip Hart, 12606 S.W. Edgecliff Road, Portland. Mrs. Hart has graciously offered
her home for this occasion. She will be assisted by Mrs. Eric Kollowratek.
The presentation of the trophies will be made by Mr. James McDonald, the British
Consul. Members who expect to attend are asked either to write or to call Miss Ivie
Spencer, 9236 S.W. 40th Avenue, Portland, Oregon. Her telephone number is
CHerry 5402.

)
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Members of the American Primrose Society would find much of interest in the
Quarterly Bulletin of the Alpine Garden Society,
The genus PRIMULA is of outstanding importance to all rock gardeners and new
introductions (of which there have been several in the last few years) are fully
described, usually with photographs,
In earlier volumes there hare been numerous articles on European and Asiatic
Primulas and the separate numbers are mostly available.
The subscription is One pound per annum, payable on the 1st of January butAmerican Members can, if they find it more convenient, remit $2.80 to Dr.
C. R. Worth, Groton, N.Y., one of the American Hon. Secretaries of the Society,
•who is empowered to issue receipts on the Society's behalf,
Apart from shows and meetings in which Overseas Members are unable to take
part, the Society has recently inaugurated a Seed Exchange in which Overseas
Members have certain priority, whilst such Members can utilize the services
of the "panel of experts'' and are welcomed on the Society's Continental tours.
Subscriptions should be sent to the Secretary, C. B. Saunders, Husseys,
Green Street Green, Farnborough, Kent, or to Dr. Worth as above.
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NEW AND REINSTATED MEMBERS
ABBOTT. Mrs. Clinton ....
ANDREWS, Mrs. Norman ...
BATCHELDER, Mrs, Joseph M. ...
BENNETT, Mr. A. J. .
BISHOP, Mrs. Mary E.
BOD WAY, Mrs. Pauline ...

.

Box 192, Inverness, Marin Co., Cal.
Box 86, Harrah. Wn.
..Beacon St.. Marblehead. Mass.
42 Walton Road, Chesterfield. Derbyshire, England
4550 S.W. Martha St.. Portland 19, Ore.
6306 S.E, 21st Ave.. Portland. Ore.

BROKAW, Mrs. Orln C. Sr. ...

Leland Rt., Sunny Valley, Ore.

"BURR, Mrs. Gordon F. ...

R.D, 4, Binghamton, N.Y.

CASE. Mrs, Edna ..
COOKE, Mrs, N. V.
COX,
Ada M.
FOX, Mrs. May _
FRANKLIN, Mabel

Star Rt, 2, Box 632 Belfair, Wn.
The Ingles, Green Island. Belfast, Ireland
Box 388. Rt, 1. Troutdale, Ore,
.....16742 Dayton Ave., Seattle 33. Wn.
. Saunderstown, R.I,

..

GAMAGE, Estella B. D.
GATELY, Mrs. Lewis ...
GELOK. John ...

Rt. I, Raymond. Wn.
. N, Stonineton. Conn.
85 Eagle Rock Ave., Roseland, N.J.

GERBER. Mrs. Thomas A. ..

..

GIBSON, Gertrude ..
GODDARD. Mr. W, ...
GRABLE. Mrs. G. H

Rt,

3, Box

453, Johnstown,

Pa.

.. .6630 S, Wolcott, Chicago 36. Ill,
Flora Vista Gardens, Colquitz, Victoria, B.C.
1215 N.E. A St.. Grants Pass, Ore.

HARPEL. C, E, .
HARRIS. Mrs. A r t h u r I.

Rt. 3, Box 605. Olympia, Wn
4730 Harris Trail. N.W, Atlanta, Ga.

HARRIS. Frank H. ...

Rt. 4, Box 3215, Edmonds, Wn,

HAWKING. Mrs. Ermina ...
HEXKE. Mrs. Emma _

_.Rt, 4, Box 541, Bellingham, Wn.
...5410 S.E. 70th Ave.. Portland, Ore.

HENRICKE. Dr. S, G.
HODGE, Mr. B. E. .

6346 S.E, Stephans St., Portland. Ore.
_The Hermitage. TrinK. Herts, England

HUNTER, Mr, C.B.C
HUSTEAD, Mrs. Clare ....

......Coigach. 16 Briar Rd., Newlands, Glasgow, S 3, Scotland
.. .Rt, 3, Box 477, Chehalis, Wn.

JENKINS. Mrs. Will D
JOHNSON. Mr. E. R. ...

851 Lake Whatcom Blvd.. Bellingham, Wn.
....3414 Nassau St., Everett, Wn.

KAMPHAUS, Mrs. Carrie ...
K I R K E N D A L L . Mrs. George B. ...

4305 S.E. 59th, Portland, Ore.
..._..138 Union St., Hingham, Mass.

LANCASTER, .Paul E, .
LAYCOCK, Mr. W. H,

7970 S.E. llth Ave., Portland 2, Ore.
Highthorpe, Slipper Lane, Mirfield, Yorkshire, England

LODGE. Mrs, K. E, ...
MACKEY, Blanche M. .

Rt, 6, Box 44, Puyallup, Wn,
293 N.E. Lake Road, Beaverton. Ore.

McCOY, Mrs. W. L. ....

807 Lesley Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

McKEY-FENDER, Dorothy ...
MERRING. Mrs. Howard P. ...
MICKLESEN. Mrs. Chris .

1315

MILLER, Mrs, Rosa M. ...

Rt. 3, McMinnville, Ore.
....888 White St.. Stroudsburg, Pa.
N.W. Butner Rd,, Beaverton, Ore.

9006 Flower Ave., Silver Spring. Md.

MILNE. Miss Melba ..

Rt. 3, Box 648. Gresham,

MORIX. George A. ...

Ore.

......44 School St., Boston 8. Mass.

PATERSON. Mrs. Fred C. ...

5818 S.W. Boundary, Portland 19. Ore.

PAULSEN, Mary Jane ...
PIPER. Mrs. R. K. ...
POINTS. Mrs. Viola ...
PRANGER. Mrs. Frank ...
PUTNAM. Mrs. Troy D. .

Box 561. Kirkland. Wn.
_...45 Church St., Wethersfield, Conn.
._
Star Rt. 2, Box 634, Belfair, Wn.
Mount Angel, Ore.
1739 Lafayette, Albany. Ore.

PYLE. Mrs. Harold Sr. ...
READ. Mrs. Freda L. .

...Sinking Spring. RFD 1, Berks County, Penn,
RFD 1, Secmim, Wn.

ROGERS. Mrs. W. L. ...
ROOT, Mrs, George H. .

7305 S.W, Canyon Lane. Portland 1, Ore.
.. ..5830 S.E. 41st Ave., Portland, Ore.

ROSE, Mrs. Frederick D

SEMPLE, Mrs. Margaret R
SIBBALD, Mrs. R. J.
SMITH,

Mrs. Ted

.._

__

_

420 N. Forest, Muncie, Ind.

_ 302 Branders Bridge Rd., Colonial Heights. Va.
1304 S. Cherry St., Port Angeles, Wn.

_

SQU1ERS, James R

Rt.

1, Seqviim.

Wn.

2807 Haven Hall, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

STEIN. Laura Sackett

_.._._

STEWART. Mr. C, D, .
STEWART, Mrs. Roger ...

_...._

...Furlong,

Bucks

City,

Pa.

RD 2, Box 192. Culpepper. Virginia
Rt. 1, Box 362, Eagle Creek. Ore.

TAYLOR, Ida
.
8440 136th Ave., Renton. Wn.
THOMPSON. Mrs. Charles H. ...
112 William St.. Stratford. Conn,
VANCOUVER ISLAND ROCK AND ALPINE GARDEN SOCIETY ...
Box 146. Victoria, B.C.

VANKIRK, Mrs. Ralph
WALKER, Mrs. L. ....
WOLFE. Herman
WOLFE. William M. ...

ZERBE, Mrs. Theo

)

_

_.._._

355 Spring Creek Drive, Eugene, Ore.
_ 2131 Bolton St., Baltimore 17, Md.
2 Circle Ave,. Larchmont, N.Y.
. .. .Rt. 1, Box 137, Lake Grove. Ore.

....Mohnton RFD 1. Berks County, Penn.

t
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It is a green world here this June, so
green the stream is an emerald pattern of
light and shadow reflecting ferns, tall
grasses, wild roses, snowballs and mock
orange. Since the rain and the maturing
of seed continued this past month without
check, it was necessary to begin harvesting
in an unremitting downpour. The heavily
fruiting stalks, bearing the scars of April
freeze wounds, offered an encore to spring
with fresh, new blossoms opening in the
same umbels being delivered of ripe seed.
The number (if new bloom stalks makes
one wonder if the vitality of the plants
could actually produce a second crop of
seeds if pollinated now. Perhaps, if the
rains and coolness persist.
Oregonians, during June, have had the
.subject of rain before them in every known
form, but we know that given just one
bright, breezy, bee-and-butterfly day all
would be forgiven and forgotten and enthusiasm for another large sowing of fresh
Feed would sprout. Elimination of delays is
one of the requirements in blooming
primroses nine months from seed; constant
observation is the other. You may ask why
one should try to flower them the following spring, and for the non-professional
grower there is only one answer and t'-at
is eagerness to see the forward strides
being made in primrose development and
to make that beauty his own as quickly
as possible. Here at Barnhaven, there is
the advantage of a yea-r gained in hybridizing, making twice rhe progress. In
milder areas of Oregon and Washington,
young plants can be brought into bloom
easily if the once-transplanted seedlings
are well developed and in the garden by
late September or early October in enriched, humic soil with a heavy mulch of
barnyard manure around them. This goes
a lone way toward anchoring them in
periods of freeze and thaw and in providln"
winter protection, but light coverage of
boughs^ pr other material should be used
when temperatures fall to around twentyfive degrees.
In severe climates and areas of early fall
freeze, ir is inadvisable to plant fresh seed
in July unless cold frames, cool greenhouse,
or a cool room are available to winter over

the young seedlings and keep them growing.
Lacking such facilities the gardener should
store his seed packets in a covered jar in
the cool part of the refrigerator, until late
fall, early winter, late winter or early
spring, whichever season best suirs his
experience and convenience.
It does sound strange to say that we like
to freeze seed for a day before planting
(followed by several applications of hot
water, about 115 degrees) when fresh seed
germinates so readily. But, on the other
hand, primrose seed is notorious for its
uneven germination and tests have proved
that this brief pre-treatment not only
brings on an even, undelayed germination,
but cuts days off the process.
Do nor cover the seed, except by .1 wire
mesh or other contrivance if your propagating area is attractive to birds. Moderate
amounts of sun during cooler parts of the
day should be allowed, enough for health
of the seedlings, yet not enough to burn.
The seed should be watched daily for
appearance of a white mold which may
appear just as the seed begins to germinate
if your location lacks sufficient air currents.
We place toothpicks beside fungus spots
as markers to make sure the application of
Natriphene, which is made at that time, has
been effective. After years of use. it has
been found not only effective in oneapplication, but consistently safe, eliminating all concern in a matter which, in
the past, has at times been disastrous. After
this treatment with Natriphene (see
advertisements in Quarterly) we then make
a li<»ht sptinkling of fine sand, in the
good English tradition, over the clean,
germinating seed.
There is one more danger to guard
against, that of cutworms whose hatching
is timed for the first true leaves. Some use
soil fumigant in the seedling compost to
good advantage, but we make one dusting,
as the seed leaves continue to develop, with
Botano deluxe DILUTED WITH TECHNICAL TALC (two tablespoons of talc
to one of dust). Your favorite all-purpose
dust will do, but by all means dilute with
talc to avoid burn.
After transplanting, elevate your flats
for a good air circulation beneath as well

BARN HAVEN NOTES (continued)
as around, a practice we have found produces healthier seedlings in less time.
You are welcome to Barnhaven's leaflet on growing primroses from seed in every
season, a step-by-step outline of pre-treatment methods, seeding and potting composts,
and many suggestions which reduce the pitfalls and increase the pleasure of primrose
culture.
Thousands of packets of fresh seed of
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are being sent on advance order to every area in the United States;
to Canada, England, Scotland, New Zealand, Australia, Chile and Peru.
The largest crop of the most beautiful primroses yet originated to
surpass the plants winning the Blue Ribbon for Mr. E. /. B. Kidney

in the R.HS. Hall, London, this spring.
Brilliant new Pinks and Deserc Sunset shades.
Light, Medium and Bright Navy Blues
Coffee, Cocoa and other Spice shades
Striped and Unstriped Victorians
Whites and Yellows measuring up to 3"
Vivid new Grand Canyon shades, Kwan Yin, Cowichan, Indian Reds.
per pkt.; 6/$5 with complete seeding leaflet.
Informative, illustrated Catalog upon request.
BARNHAVEN
Gresham, Oregon
PHONE: EMPIRE Ifa02

Seed attd. fylwal G&Hp&tuf
CUT FLOWERS
FLORAL DESIGNS
ROSES -R SEEDS -ft BULBS
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Mrs. John P. Hannon

For the many years we were carving out of the woods what is now known as
Hannon Acres, pests were virtually unknown to us. In the spring of 1950 it seemed
that a horde of insects descended upon our collection of plants, which incidentally,
meant more to us than any other material possession. We had a big investment and it
was up to us to protect ir. We knew nothing about sprays. After we had looked in
many magazines and found so many things recommended that we were confused, we
turned to our Primrose Quarterly for we knew the Editor personally recommended all
the products advertised. In this way we were introduced to Carco-X which has saved our
garden and kept it clean.
In the first place the Polyanthus under the cedars had toot weevil and red spider.
These plants were dug up and "dunked" in a Carco-X solution of two tablespoonsful to
a gallon of water. The ground was prepared and the holes watered in with the same
solution before the Primroses were replanted. The same treatment was accorded every
plant which looked as if it needed it. The Azaleas had root weevil and these were
thoroughly soaked to effect a penetration through their root depth. Because we have
so many azaleas and rhododendron, and because we were so worried we gave the whole
place a general spray of Carco-X. Since then we use the spray method only as recommended in the booklet "Debugging Made Easy." We haven't seen a root weevil for
three years and we have many thousands of Primulas growing on Hannon Acres.
We will not knowingly let any product on the place which might endanger life or
health. Carco-X is not harmful to humans or other warm blooded animals when used
according to directions.
I have recommended Carco-X since 1950 and many of my friends have offered to let
me tell you of various victories they have made in their gardens with the help of Carco-X.
When Mr. Rae suggested that I take over the distribution of Carco-X in this area I knew
that I could sell it, feeling that I was really helping fellow gardeners, because I know
that it works.
If you will send to me for the Carco-X you need I will ship it to you together
with the free and very informative booklet "Debugging Made Easy" which gives
directions for the control of many insects as well as root and crown rot which is due
to fungus.

1930-34 SOUTHEAST POWELL BLVD -& PORTLAND 2, OREGON
''We Give S & H Green Stamps''

THE NATIONAL AURICULA 6 PRIMULA SOCIETY Southern Section),
cordially invites you to join their Society, minimum subscription $1-50. Members
receive an Annual Report and may participate in a seed exchange scheme.
The following literature may be purchased by non-members:
Annual Report 1953 —with a beautiful coloured frontispiece of Primula
Allionii and articles by C. G. Haysom, D. Bamford, Mrs. Emmerson, Captain
Hearn and Mrs. B. Torpen — Price $1.00; Annual Report 1952—Price $.50
"How to Grow Auriculas," R. H. Briggs—$.25; "The Control of Primula
Root Aphis," C D. Hough —Price $.25.
Please -write to the Honorable Secretary: Edwin C. R. Hill, BSc., c/o
G. L. Hearn & Partners, Kings Head Yard, Borough High Street, London, S.E. 1.

HANNON ACRES, Distributor for CARCO-X, 17300 S.E. Oatfield Road,
Portland 22, Oregon. Prices are as follows; l/2 Pint $1.35, Pints $1.85,
Quarts $2.85, Gallons $7.75, Five Gallons $30.00 by express collect. Price on
55 gallon drum on request.
Enclosed find
For

172

Q Check

Q Money Order

for $

pints
pints quarts . gallons of CARCO-X
Washington Residents Add 3% Sales Tax

'"D Please send me
FREE copies of "Debugging Made Easy"
so I can be my own plant specialist.
Name .
Address
115
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' Catering to the connoisseur for his garden needs, as well as nn the Show Bench.1'
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Some of the leading articles:—The 'I'orridon Mo/attains, Heather*, 't'hc
Cultivation of Primulas, New Plants from Turkey, Pottering Among Primroses,
Celmii'ias, also accounts of trips to the Pyrenees, Tyrol and Cascades, and many
more articles. Cost including postage $.50 from Honorary Secretary, Sqn. Ldr.
J. J. Boyd-Harvey, Booslie, Dirlton, East Lothian, Scotland; or included in the
annual subscription of $3.50. Fine Seed Exchange.

SEEDLINGS READY FOR YOUR GARDEN, $6.00 PER DOZEN
OTHER SEEDLING POLYANTHUS
Yellow, Blue, Gold, and Mixed are Ready, $2:00 PER DOZEN

•
HEADQUARTERS FOR HOBBY GARDENERS
•
NEARLY EVERYTHING YOU NEED —ALL TYPES OF FERTILIZERS
(Liquid - Soluble - Dry) — PEAT MOSS — SPHAGNUM MOSS —BLUE
WHALE — TOOLS — SPRAYS — DUSTS — PLANTS — SEEDS— BULBS
— SPRINKLERS, ETC.
ALLEN W. DAVIS, Mgr.
•
PORTLAND SEED & PET STORE - 204 S.W. Yamhill - AT 3871
•

Mixed Colors ALPINE AURICULA SEEDLINGS
From the FINEST SEED, 6/$5.00; 100/$25.00
JULIANAS
Lady Greer—$1.00, Nettie Gale—$.50, Wanda—$.50, Kay—$.75,
* Angela (pure white) — S I . 5 0 , Dorothy — $.50, Snow Baby (white poly)—Sl.OO
Dr. Van Velutin (red;
$1.00
ft Torpen origination

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BOOKSHOP

*

FOR,

BOOICS*

Bookbuyers throughout the world turn to this
Bookshop as a knowledgeable source of
information on all their book requirements.
And from generation to generation they praise and
recommend Foyles—and buy their books here.

New, secondhand and rare Books on every subject. Stock
of over three million volumes. Quick postal service.
119-125 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND
n
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Fertosan Compost Accelerator, West Jordan, Utah
O. A. Moore, Colloidal Soil Service, College View Station,
3827 South 52nd Street, Lincoln 6, Nebraska
Clair W. Stille, 137 Bassett Avenue, Lexington 27, Kentucky
Solly's Puget Sound Seed Company, 1530 Westlake Avenue North, Seattle 9, Wn.
MACDONALD & WILSON LTD.
562 Beatty Street, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
117
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2, BOX 2656, OFF AVONUALF RD.

The Cultivated
Species of
Primula

REDMOND, WN.

SEND FOR FREE FOLDER
of interesting plants and seeds including Garden Auriculas and Pink Polyanthus
CHARLES E. OILMAN

VETTERLE & REINELT
Capitola, California

HUMUS makes all
Plants Thrive
SUPPLY IT THIS EASY

WAY

If garden humus to you means bis bags or
heavy bales of expensive and hard to get organic matter, write today for the facts about
ACTUMUS — stable humus in concentrated
form easily applied to any soil. 100% natural;
organic.

Natural Beneficial Soil Treatment
for Primroses, Begonias, African
Violets and All Other Growing
Plants, Indoors or Out.

Originators of

PACIFIC STRAIN

A definite work on the Primuh,
including information on such favorites as the primrose and the cowslip.
This book will interest garden lovers
as well as students of rhe plant
sciences.

A single pound is a generous application
for 450 to 1.000 so., ft. Helps make clay soi^
crumbly. Develops biological factors of soil.
Will not burn or injure seeds, roots or plants.
Releases natural fertility elements of the soil.
No fertilizer, lime, or compost needed. Ideal
for potted plants. Used by thousands of
amateur and commercial growers. Makes soil
better; makes garden work easier. Where
ACTUMUS is used no other soil amendment
i.-j needed

of

Just ask for FREE bulletins; a
postcard will do.

POLYANTHUS
PRIMROSES

BURKLEIGH CO
DEPT. 244
TOWSON, MD.

The author points out details
of the life cycle of the genus and
describes the groups into which the Primula has been divided. He also gives facts
on its successful cultivation gleaned from his own long experience in growing
Primulas. The book is illustrated with numerous line drawings, a color frontispiece,
and 88 photographs.
"This book is more than a historical and systematic work on the genus Primula.
It is a testimony of the experiences and labor of one who has discovered the secrets
of growing these rare and much desired flowers. Really very few works have been
prepared for publication by so thoroughly experienced and authoritative a source
as is the case at hand. Dr. Blasdale has collected, propagated, hybridized, studied,
photographed, and lived with a great many species of primulas from all parts of
the world for more than twenty years. During this time he has learned how to
grow these beautiful flowers under conditions widely different from their rather
specialized natural requirements.
"His meticulous studies of the speciation, world distribution, and literature are
of special importance and constitute an outstanding contribution to horticultural
science. . . .
"It is hoped that similar studies and books covering other fields of floriculture
will follow the pattern of The C//}t/vtited Species of Primula, but such works can
be consummated only by the full support of floriculturists, gardeners, and institutions to the extent of buying the published works." (E. O. Iissig, journal of the
Ctiliforn/a Horticnlturnl Society)
Published at $7.50, Gill's Special Price $3.95

i V Ictiestic

GUIs will be glad to fill orders for books front any publisher.

Get the genuine from the originator with the emblem on each
seed packet. A better crop from lovelier flowers of polyanthus. All
packets Si. 00 each, including Crown Pink, Warm Laughter, standard
colors, and a mixed pkt. including some of each color. Number of seeds
varying with scarcity, from 50 to 200. New folder.
L I N D A A. E I C K M A N

3531 S.W. Falcon St.

Portland 19, Oregon
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Portland •I, Oregon

CONTROL THE ENEMIES OF YOUR FINE

CORRECTION PLKASE: Mrs. R. P. McHenry, 2833 N.W. Raleigh St., Portlan.
Oregon calls her pure Bronze and Sunset shades of Polyanthus "Fiesta."

HANIMON

PRIMROSES

ACRES

THE EASY WAY
* CURLING LEAVES-usually aphis, use
improved ISOTOX GARDEN SPRAY-M or Ortho Rose Dust.
* YELLOWING LEAVES - usually aphis same as for curling leaves — ISOTOX or
Ortho Rose Dust.
* MILDEW OR LEAF SPOT - use ORTHOftlX, BOTANO DE LUXE or Ortho Rose
Dust.
* HOLES IN LEAVES- half rounds
on edges, adult strawberry
, root weevil — use Improved
I S O T O X GARDEN SPRAY-M,
• BOTANO DE LUXE, or BUGGETA PELLETS.
* ROOT DAMAGE - usually root
weevil grub, ISOTOX or BOTANO DE LUXE.
STALKS CUT ABOVE OR BELOW GROUND - usually slugs,
-use BUG-GETA.
* MINERAL DEFICIENCY - noted by
pale color, lack of chlorophyl —
use Ortho LEAF FEED or ORTHOGRO.

17300 S. E. Oatfield Road Portland 22, Oregon
A packet of P. pulvcrnienta (red),
or Bartley Strain (pink), ($1.00) will give
you a lovely early spring show which
can be continued until July with the
Pagoda Series. A very few packets of
individual colors, which were running
over 60T true last year, will be ready
this year, as I am saving much of this
precious carefully hand pollinated seed
for my own stock. The following are 75
seeds for $1.00: Cloissoni Pink, Celestial
Rose. Manchti Yellow, Imperial Red.
Mandarin Orange, and Oriental Apricot.
Mixed seeds of the above colors come with a few seeds of my Burmese Opal
and Oriental Apricot, two of my most sought after colors: Generous packet $1,25.
Seed, Transplanted Seedling, and Plant list available on request. Garden open
by appointment only.

// you have not received our free new supplementary folder please write
for ft as it contains a list of many rare Primulas including named Show, Alpine,
Garden and Species Auriculas (please see our advertisement in the October 1953
Quarterly, page 69>. We also have many other jine Alpine Plants, Border
Carnations, dwarf Shrubs and Seeds listed.

THE •iS^niirfi WAY IS THE EASY WAY-for
ORTHO products are multi-purpose, just two good
sprays (Improved ISOTOX 'Garden Spray-M, ORTHORIX), a multi-purpose dust BOTANO DE LUXE and
BUG-GETA pellets will protect your primroses all
season.

TO IMPORT PLANTS TO THE U.S. FROM CANADA
IMPORTANT: To Import plants (seeds are sent by post, without permit) to the U.S. it is
necessary to make an application for a permit to the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of
Entomology and Plant Quarantine, 20? River Street, Hoboken, N.J. This permit is free. If plants
are to be shipped by post, it is very important to mention it and also to give the approximate
number of parcels as each parcel must have a tag.
Owing to the extra work required in preparing papers for export to the U.S., we cannot
accept orders for plants under $5.00. Remittance can be made by cashier's or personal cheque
as well as money order, payable at par at New Westminster.
When plants are sent by Parcel Post, sufficient money must be added to cover postage.
If too much money is received the balance will be refunded.

SHOULD YOU DUST OR SPRAY? Dusting is the easiest. It's already mixed and two
ORTHO dusts can handle your problems. BOTANO De Luxe or ORTHO Rose Dust.
Your own preference1 and growing conditions will determine your easy
ORTHO method.

See Your

The parcel post rate for the United States is 14 cents a pound up to 10 pounds,- over 10
pounds and up to 15 pounds, $1.75 per parcel. We do not charge for packing.
* Editor's Note: A serious collector has a chance to get that out nf the way
species at Michaud & Company. Write and ask for their list, and mention
the names of those plants you are trying to find and Mr. Michaud will, I
know, do his best to help you.

Alpenglow Gardens — Michaud & Company
13328 Trans-Canada Highway, R.R. 10, AP., New Westminster, B.C., Canada

Dealer
Keeps gardens clean and health/- the es^v w
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\: Read instructions and c
CALIFORNIA SPRAY CHEMICAL CORP.

f^eat f-^roductA

oLimlted
Vancouver, B.C.
April 1, 1954

Dear Friends:
. I am. very
proud that the
Woman's Health
Federation of
America has awarded me the seal of their approval. This organization of public
spirited women is highly subsidized- by endowment for the purpose of determining those products which definitely are a benefit to mankind. Blue Whale
is the only organic product of its kind in North America to receive the Certifiqate of Merit and the right to use the Seal of Endorsement by the Women's
Health Federation of America.
+
Sincerely, your good friend,
PS. I am proud to tell you that something new has been added to the BLUE
WHALE BRAND Sundried Sphagnum Moss-. Blue Whale has 'always been rich
with the vital elements for which I am famous for my ability to produce, but
now the baleen and bone have been added by a process which renders them
immediately and continuously available to the plants which^are planted in Blue
Whale. The Whale Soluble might be termed the "essence of the whale," the
Baleen is equivalent to Horn and Hoof found so beneficial in famous English
potting composts. , . . Just think, if you use Blue Whale you are giving your
plants a complete diet of what they need by nature's own balanced bacterial
method without the laborious and unpleasant duty of working with barnyard
manures. Blue Whale is a complete compost free from weeds and disease. This
Blue Whale Organic Compost is almost 100% potential Humus and provides
ideal conditions for the life in the soil which is the answer to the growing of
healthy Plants, Flowers or Vegetables.
I am happy in the knowledge that I have the ability to be of the utmost
service to you.
P.P.S. I deeply regret that my product is available in. the Pacific Coast States '
only, at the present time. *
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